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1DXFIKX7I0N OF THE PROBLtt
PuxTwee of the Study
. The purpose of this study le to attempt to
create an instrument iihereLy tne work oi stu^.ent teacr.ere In tiic
classroon can "be rp.ted ncre objectively. The teaoiilng-leamlng
sltuttion, under the aiost favorable clrcmmstarioea, is fraught with
problema for the evaiuator. The human factors involved make exact
Maeorement not only precarious "but practically inipossible.
Constantly there arises the question, "How can this teaching "be
measured with the l^st pcnsible influence of the personal elementT*'
Purposes Served by Evalug-tion . For many years "rating scales have
been put to extensive use in the field of rating teachere and
teaching. '^It has been and probebly will alwiys be necessary to
evrluate in some way the worfc done by student teacher "j in the
trsiniog period. TOie rating serves several porposes -
1. Provides a basis for student-critic conferences.
2. Sstablishes the direction for student's self improvement.
3. Records in collef-e file how well the recialrements for
graduation have been met.
U. Aids In evaluating the prejaration for teacoing given
j/ Sprague.R JL,, "Score Card for Eating-Student Teachers in Training
and Practice. » Pedagogical Seminary . m7(March. 1917) « PP. 73-80
«
r
2by the college staff and its exirrloulum
3. Determines the quality of reconmendations that can he
CiTen of the student to inqairing employment agencies
6. Determines the hasis for state certification and
classification
Since etaluation performs so important a service in the
placement of the beginning teacher, the evaltiator is eager to
eliminate as much subjectire opinion as possible. Not only is
the recooinendation of the student affected, but also the reputation
of the training school and the critic are in the balance. Then,
too, the hundreds of children «ho are to be influenced for good or
ill by this student idien she shall have become a teacher in service
cannot be forgotten. The situation urges the development of some
•ans of rating the student's work in the classroom that will be
definite and specific and that will be fair to all - student and
training school, children and school department.
Subjective versus Objective Bating
.
The influence of the subjective
element in rating has long been decried by edtusators; and almost
since the beginning of this century much attention has been given
to establishing more reliable standards. One objection to
traditional measures has been centered around the variations liiich
are bound to occur even when the evaluators are conpetent. Indeed,
it has been a known ^ot that teachers will not agree with their
own previous ratings nor will they agree with each other in an

3emluatloa. Chla lack of oonBistence 1h daa In part to the operation
of personal opinion, or ev&n to the biatot and Kiiims of the eialuator.
In disouising how to eliminate tucli hif^a In correcting axae.iru-tion
1/
papers, Rnch states:" ''Subjectivity of mp.rklng may be reduced about
one half by the adoption of and adlierence to a set of peering rules
when essay examinations are to be ^i^r&dedj'
How, if in some fields of education the effect of subjectivity
has been reduced, cannot tlie rating of student teachers be done more
obJectivelyT In answer to thl;) question, it has sometimes been
sug^,:est«d that the results of standardised tests administered to
the class vhica has been tB.u^;ht by tlie student teacher would give
objective evidence of the value of the teaching performanoe.
Perhaps ni»»^ surement of punil knonled|;e before and after a unit
would give an index of tl\e student's teaching skill. Such abilities
at the power to thinlc thrmi^ to a clear solution of a problem or
to re-organize data in tn© lig}it of a nev situation are recognized
essentials of any teachIng-lee.rnin^: situation; yet only recently
have objective measures been formed to measure thece ebllitics, nor
are these neasures too t«11 stE-ndardized. Tiien, too, the new
ewaluation procedures fail to take cognisance of these concomitants
of leernlng ir^lch as yet have been too elusive for satisfactory
measurenert - attitudes, ides-la, appreciations and the like. It
fty be £-ssnmnd, thftr«5fore, that although the use of standardized
if Ruch,O.M., !I!he Objective or New Type gaannlnation . Boston: Scott,
Forean&.n Ocfflqpany,lSH3.
IE
t«tti do«8 glre o"bJ«ctlTe d&ta, ouch data can never be the only,
Bor the most Important measure of stadent teaching performance.
The question becomes, "Eow can the rating of student teaching
be made more obJectiveT** Of coarse, there is no such thing as
perfect objectirity in an eyaluation made by one human being of
another. Honever, it would seem that the use of definite and specific
standards as a basis for the judgment of stadent-teaching should
increase objectivity of the rating.
1—d for this Study . The problem of rating student teachers dates
back to the very beginning of organized instruction for the tee.ching
profession. The several purposes served by such ev&lup<tion are
enumerated at the beginning of this chapter. The urgency of finding
a more objective means of rating has come with the present emphasis
upon professional efficiency. If experts in other fields of
educational endeavor have been successful in reducing the subjectivity
of Judging child effort, then cannot the teachers college discover
some means for reducing the highly subjeetire Jud^ent of stadent
teacher effort? Despite the variables shich assail frtta every side
and the recognised difficulty in measuring human factors, this study
m* begun.
Plan for the Study . The purpose of this investigation is twofold:
1. To create a more objective instrument for rating the work
of student teaching
V
2. To us« th« Inttrument in order to dlacoYer the degree
of Ita objectivity
The 3&Jor problem reaolves Itself Into several 8ub->probl«nBt
1. By research discover wliat educational literature reports
about the larger problem
2. By random sampling • detarmlue waat ecales are being used
to rate the work of studeut teaching
3. By critical analysis of assanbled data, discover wt^at
differences, if any, exist in these rating scales. That
is, do tiie several types of teacher training institutions
employ different forsia? l;o they uss different forms for
the several stages of teacher training? Do tLey meaeure
the sane or different itensT
U. By critical analysis, determine to vhat degree these
rating scales reflect modem educational procedures.
Tti&t is, do they measiire the newer trends In classroom
porooadurei?
3. By critical analysis, determine what, if anything, is
done to reduce subjectivity of the evaluation?
6. In the light of these findings, devise an instrument
that ECiy be more objective In measuring the vork of
student teaching and seek the advice of several ferperts"
to deteraine irtiether it is educationally acceptable and
practicable to revise the instrument.
r
By ezptrliMntal use, test the degree of rellal^illty in
the instrument idiich has heen Greeted and determine ii^t
contribution this investi^tion hse made to the objectire
easarament of student teaching.
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7CBiO^B II
KtEVIOUB STUDIB8 XS flHUi OP RiiTBlO iTUi^m TKiLCHlUO
Ifcrly Bej^lnnlngi . The llteratiire reveals that some interest has
been evidenced In the problem of Improving the rating of ctudent
teaching. Aa early aa 1^17» Sprag,\ie~'^reported the making of a
"more definite" score card for rating student teachers. The purpose
he sets forth for his score card may be summarized as followst
(1) Definition of qoalitiea necessary for successful teaching;
(2) Basis for promoting self-criticism and self-improvecient on the
part of the student; (3) i^sis for guiding the student to strengthen
eaaknesses; (U) Basis for promoting comprehensiTe ^dgment on the
part of the critic; (3} Basis for recommending normal school
graduates for appointment to service.
fhe possibility that rating scales may be expected to reflect
2/
standardized measurement is su^^ested by Patterson.'* He says,
"The day of definiteness in education is fast arriving and exact
standards of attainment everyivhere are displacing the older and
more vague methods of evaluating edxicational progress." He raises
the question, "How can we best rate our student teachers?" and
l/sprague.HJl., "Score Card for Eating Student Teachers in Trainiac
and Practice", Pedagogioal Seminary , XXIY(>i!Sarch, 1917) t pp. 72-80.
^Patterson, Herbert, "HoTf Oan Ability of Student-Teachers Be Meaoured?"
Educational Administration and Supervision, VI (April, 1^20 ) , pp. 215-219
.
I
8answers with a list of "desirable characteristics" and attempts
to sat forth la^s to check these characteristics. To ncike the
rating more objective iatteraon siig^sts that several people should
do the rating and the composite scores be recorded.
i/
Strebel employs the word ''evaluation" and says that it
"Involves more than a mere rating ijrocesg," He warns that the
evaluation of student teaching is both ^^intrlcate and elusive" and
insists that true e'valuatlon means "probing deeply enou^ to determine
whether or not the teacher and pupil activities reveal the student
teacher* 8 ability to apply the phllot^ophy which he has formalated
throu^ the close integration of his training and capacities,"
Strebel* 8 plan for emluatlon should certainly direct the student
teacher toward self-improvement
.
Seneska says, "Standards for Judging student teachers are
2/
little defined" and leads the way for Smith's more critical report
which acknowledges the work done by Adams, Allpert, Barr, Burton,
Broekner, Kyte and others for rating teachers in service, 9mlth
says the scale used "should be as objective as educational progress
l/ Stpebel,Ralph T. "Purposes of iSvaluation of student Teaching",
onal Administration and Supervision , mi(Uay, 1931)*
gj Seneska,N.M. "Making a Detailed Score Card for Grading Student
Teachers
"
.Bdg^tional Administration and Supervision , XI (March, 1925)
,
pp. 191-201.
y Smlth.E.L. "A Critical Analysis of Eating Sheets Sow In Use for
Batlns Student Teachers." Sducational Administration and
Supervlslon.XXiKMarcb, 1936)lPP.179-lS9.
c
permits. » H« concludea that there la need for "(1) objectivity In
HMASiire (2) need for clarification and agreement of terminology;
(3) need for Increased emidmals on self-OTaluatlon and (k) need
for more attention to the noMr trends in teaching.'*
Recent Develognents In A-Typrajalng Outcomes . With the newer develop-
sients in edncatlonal practice, thereyhave come changes in the work
being done in the claearoom. Segel t>clnt9 out that new techniques
hare been developed for the appraisal of outcome in the claaeroom
and 8ug«;ests the values in these measuring devices.
Itstetter states ^^the scientific ph&se of educational
development has emphasised the need for more accurate measurement"
bat he cautions that measurement of achievement must be only
secondary to education* s primary function - *ia continuous and
continuing development."
The need for adequate evaluating records is discussed by
Deldrlch. He outlines procedures for collecting data and develops
hew these may be used in the appraisal of pupil growth in knowledge,
kills and attitudes. His contribution to evaluating classroom
^Segel, David, "Hecent Developments in Ilducational Measurement,"
Education, tJt (November , 1935iPP • l^l-lG* *
^ Aletetter,l!,L. "that Shall We \'ea9ure and How." Bduoatlonal
Administration and Supervision, XXI I (May , 193^^?? . 3^1-32S
.
^ Diedrich.Paul B, "Bvalu&tion Records." Educational Method. XV
(Way,1936]^i>P.^32-^C.
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outoonea may Mil serve as one measure for determining the success
of student teaching. Roverer, McConnell^raalntaint that evalu^-ting
the irork of student teaching does not at present permit objectivit/.
He "bellPTSS the difficulty to be Inherent in the Droblerii of analyzing
personality and c^aI^s we V-ve not yet learned how to apply educational
psychology.
Tron the foregoing, it would aeoin that theories concerning the
•mluation of the t«ichlaf:-laaiTjlrig act are far ahead of practice,
and the-t recont develOTraeits for appraising pupil growth are not
yet reflected in the mei^ns used in apjiraislng teaching noiier.
What to MtasTxre . It is an accepted fact that the increased cosnplexity
in our social order bas placed increased responaijiility upon tne
schools and this in turn baa greatly adde<i to tne daasandB upon the
ttaohing staff. The problems involved in successful group life cEike
aecsssary that teacliiug personality ehall be stable and versatile.
O'Heil"* lists these three basic personality neede - (1) need of
status, (2) need for personal value, (3) nee^ for success. ^That is,
the student teacher must enjoy the satisfactions uLich are rooted in
jj McOoimell,Robert E., "Fvalnating Student teaching. " F>ducatlonal
Adjiinistration and SuiJervisioa. OTI (Kay, 1331) . H?^i;28.
2/ 0'Keil,M.V.,''Soine Basic Personality IJeeds in Their Ttelationship
to StudcEt Te£.chiri£;, " ^drcs tj onal Method . XX(Oc tober , I9U0) ,T>t>. 35-36.
c
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•uccessful effort and ahe mat feel the bat ttatu-S on the echool
•Uff.
i!
Breelloh, Gray, Pelfer and Reavli report an Inrestlgation
Into the inirposes of practice teaching. They list six Iteme at
hasic in estimating the work of the student teacher- skill in
teaching technique, skill in classroom raanagement, individuality,
scholarship, final examination and general rating. They define
the three large purposes of pi*&.ctice teaching to he:
1. Developuent of a progresBive profeseiooal attitude ytxioh.
includes a desire to advance and excel in teaching, a spirit of
inquiry and investigation toward prohlems of teaching, an interest
in modem educational methods, the development of detizable personal
qaalities of a succeseftil teacher, a feeling of responsibility for
the progress of each pupil, and a willingness to cooperate in all
undertakings of the school.
2. Knowledge of appropriate materials of instruction and an
\mderstanding of taodem educatioisal methods.
3. Skill in technique of teaching and in cl&ssroom management,
fhe degree to which purposes are Attained is one measure of success,
and so the purposes summarized above ney well point toward those
items to be used in the evaluation of student teaching.
2/ Bre3lich,E.B.,aray,W.S.,Peifer,0.J.,and Heavl8,!T.C., "Supervlssion
»nd Adnilnistration of Practice Teaching, " liducatlonal Administra-
tion and Supervision, XI (January, 1925), >p . 1-12
.
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1/
Brookorer*s study of pereon-to-person Instruction su^eets
« m«th«d for moaeurlng the effect of one pereonality In the develop-
Btnt of another. It also indicatee that the Improvement of person-
te-person relations is not only possible but desirable. (This study
would add to that of Breslloh the need for evaluating tne teacher as
well as the teaching. Following alon^; with Brookover's em^daasis
upon tiie teacher herself is Chriso^n' s^'^article in which he lists
the "7our Marks of a Real Teacher" - (1) ability to think, (2) loT*
of teaohlnct (3) enjoyment of teaching, and (U) intellectual
Integ^rity. It will be noted that the definition of the first purpose
set forth by Breslich infers the need for these same qualities.
Toung's^ study of rating as a m^ns of measuring teaching
efficiency was concerned with teachers In service. However, his
list of six factors to be considered in emluating the re&l worth
of a teacher are suggestive - (1) intelligence, (2) nnctlonal
stability, (3) scholarship, {k) liabits of work, (5) character,
(6) personality. Here again emphasis is upon the teacher herself
rather tban the teaching act.
l/Brookover,T?.B., "Person-Person Interaction Between Teacher and Pupil
and Teaching 3Sffectiveness, " Journal of Bducational Hesearch .
XXXIV(December , I9U0 ) , ;o? . 272-2S7
.
^Cxirl8taan,L.H.,"your Marks of a Real Teacher." Journal of gducation.
CXXIIK October, 19^0) .pp. 223-225.
yYoung. F.. "some Factors Affecting Teaching Efficiency", journal
of iiduoational SesearcL. XXXII(May, 1939) ,pp. 6H9-652.
«€
1/
Dtan attempted to answer the ^lestlon, "What are the factors
that should be considered in rating stadent teaohersT" A randnn
Munpling of rating scales in current use gave him the material for
his study. He made a frequency distribution of the items listed
for rating. The first fire items and their frequency were
( l)Appear&nce - 61+; (2) Initiative - 32;(3)Eealth - 20;(U)?oice - 19;
(3}Coaunand of Soglish - 8. Dean conciudes that most scales fall
to reflect modern trends in educational thought or practice, and that
there is no consistency in the measures being used for ev&luAtion
of student teaching.
In contrast to the foregoing, Schellhanmer reports a survey of
current practice in rating the practice teacher. Re suggests "the
desirability of concertrating on data relative to teaching ability."
He extends the categories to include (l)perscn8.1ity,(2) scholarship
and (3)cla3sroom procedure. His survey showed that the forms for
rating vary widely and that in the hope of securing objectivity
many items often poorly defined and loosely organized are listed.
He suggests that a "preferable form would contain a few well defined
items" and would include anecdotal "observations made by the critic,"
Dean,CD, "Current Trends in Eating Student Teachers "« Educational
Administration and Supervision , XXV(December , 1939 )^p,6S7-69U.
^ 55chellhaMmer,f .M. "Bating the Practice Teacher," School Executive
(October, 19^),
I
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How to MeR9Tire
. Onoa a list of items h&t been agreed upon and
clearly defined, the actual process of measurement would need
i!
clarification, too. Dr. Barr sets forth several problems pertinent
to the m«as\iraiaent of teaching ability. His discussion and its
form of presentation are applicable to the evaluation of student
teaching power - For instance:
1. Measurement of changes in pupils - How can
we measure and control the factors of n^ich
teaching is only one which causes changes
in pupils? What are these factors?
2. Direct evaluation of teacher *s performance -
VIbat are tlie purposes of education, remote
and isinediate .against liiich teaching
efficiency may be mlidated? Vhat items in
the teaching act should be considered for
measurement?
3. Measurement of qoalities of teacher - llfoat
qualities affect teeiching efficiency? How
can the choice of these be validated? How
can these be defined and measured?
This method of raising questions to clarify a category or an item
is sv^ii.:estive in itself. The very act of questioning sets limits
for the emluation and in its restriction tends to make for some
objectivity.
Rostker used as criterion of teaching ability the m^surable
i/ Barr.A.S. "Sane Probloms in the l*easuranent of Teaching Ability,"
Journal of Educational Eesearch , XJOCIlKJanuary, 19^ipp. 3^3-365
•
^ Rostker.L.E. •'Measiirement and Prediction of Teaching Ability," »^
School and Society , (January 6,19^]^pp.30-32.
Ir
r
115
ol*n«;et In xnpll "behavior. Although hi a study nas concerned with
t«acher» in service, he made iiome findings pertinent to ohjective
MASurement of the teaching act. He found these factors closely
related to teftching ability: (l)lntelligence,(2)8ocial attitudes,
(3)attltude tos&rd teaching, (U)knowledge of mental hyfiene and the
related ability to diagnose and remedy. Other factors investli,»ated
and found not to be closely related to teaching ability are
(l)knowled^ of subject matter, (2) personality, (3 )a^ility to sense
and correct disciplinary problems. From his study he concludes that
rating scales have little to contribute to the prediction of teaching
ability. In other words, scales tbat are mere check lists are not
reliable in their prediction of teaching power.
The report by Kennard^givea a most detailed account of his
investigation in the field of luting student teaching. He lists the
following reasons for the need of a rating she et:(l) improvement of
the teaching act,(2)need for college file,(3)te3ls for recommendatiwi
to future employer, (U)needed by ple canent bureau. He concludes that
these criteria are necessary for rating scales
t
1. Homber of items few - preferably less than twenty
2. Provision for self-evslijation, trends in modern procedure
and techniques appropriate to special subjects
3. Inclusion of suit€*.ble explanations
l/Kennard,R.E . "Criteria for the Construction and iSvaluation of the
Student Teacher P^ting Sheet," '.ducatlonal Administration and
Supervision.XY(lTovaBber.l939)pop»t^g5~^30.

16
4* Method both valid and reliable
5» Deocription of tho "cood teacher"
6« Tfeicht given itemBf dependent upon the nature
of cl^Gractorictio
?• Soloction of qimlities present in actual teaching
activitioB and results
The matter of objeotivity,altlioush not definitely !aention0d,is
apparent in these criteria. Explanation of tome vrill tend to
XDOke then have tho same siGnificanoe for all vvho ore to use -tti©
scale. Selection of "observable qualities" and the "isroighting of
itens" also add"-mlidity and reliability" to the neasuronent.
Little Progress in Objecti'Te Evaluation^ The raeasureiaent movement
with its stress on objectivit-y has developed rapidly in the last
two decades. Yet the ovaloiation of practice teaching has made
littlo or no pro-^gs in the reduction of objective opinion. In
1931 Englonan said there iiust bo found a "dofinito standard and
one specific enough to moan the saao tldjo^; to judge and judgoe."
TV«> years earlier,in 1929t?<UddelT^had mdc what ms at first
thoiight to be a proraising start. In his scale,he sets forth a
careful analysis of all pliases of the teaolaing performnce and
all traits T»i\ich typify a "good teachor." These itons are -woighed and
l^ngleman, J,0., "Tho Place of Objective Standards in Judging
Student ToacMng." Educational Achninistration and Supervision,
OTI (2^,1931), pp. y^^i-OT.
^Vaddoll, Charles W., "A Ifev/ Rating Scale for Practice Teaoliing»"
Educational Ilethod, VIII (January,1929),pp.214-219.
pc
r
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the ichMBe for determining the rating !• e^luated. On the front
sheet of the four page booklet ftppeari a profile chart, which glTet
at a glance the "olctxire" of the student teaching aa «•!! as the
teacher herself. A general criticism has been that the scale Is
too complex even to become popular, HoTWver, In these ten years
there Is no evidence of a more acceptable or more practical scale
for rating student teaching*
1/
y of the Literature . In 1920, Peterson"" wrote, "There is
surprisingly srnall evidence thsit objectivity has been developed
In the score cards and rating sheets used by teacher training
Institutions.'* Althou^ more thr^n two decades have passed, there
is almost no additional evidence; and now It is qalte generally
a|;reed that an appraisal of teaching on the basis of Ifflpression
is likely to be in error because of personal bias, To eliminate
this subjectivity means the preparation of a rating Instnanient
that possesses both validity and reliability. An instrument is
said to be ^alid if it measures i^t the designer said it would;
it is said to be reliable if it measures accurately that i^lch it
is purported to measure. An instrument that Is both valid and
'
reliable has some degree of objectivity and when used by several
equally competent judges there should be definite agreement in
their several jtidgments,
Peterson,Odak and Cook,William A«, "Score Cards and Rating Sheets
in Teacher Training." Educational Method,IX (March,1930),pp.322-330,
r
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In hit article, "Olrends In the Field of Eraluating Secondary
1/
IdaBation," DrakB traoei the early "beginnings of measurement in
the modem educational program and explains that the recent shift
is from the word %easurement" to that of "emluation. " ^iValuation
is more inclusive for it **concem8 itself with measuring the amount
of change in attitudes, appreciations and understandings of the
learner." Two acceptable facts are that (1) Teaching-learning
situations are exceedingly complex and (2) that neither teachers
nor pupils are consistent in their day by day performance.
Therefore, it follows that the measurement of iriiat is attained
through teacher-pupil relationsl;d.p must be most precarious. In
fact. Knight cautions against the i^pitfalls in rating schemes'*
and emphasises particularly that STaluation be on guard against w
over-ratings and under-ratings; against interpreting measurements
of belipvior as thotjgh they were exact rather then relative.
review of reseax^h in the field reveals that several
interesting investigations have been made. However, confusion
persists- Shall the teaching act be measured or sliall the teacher
herself be rated? Vlhat items shall be ratedT Shall the scale
stress personality or professional qualification? Shall the scale
l/ Drake, C.Blwood, "Trends in the Field of T^aluating Secondary
Sducation," Bducations-l Ad-tints tration and Supervision, XX7I
(April, 19Uo;^pp.2Ul-256
.
2j Knight, ^red B. "Pitfiills in Eating Schemes." Journal of Educational
P3ychology, XIII(April, 1922 :^PP. 20^213^
p*
c
t
•mluat* the Tnethods of Instruction or the skill gained "by the
pupil throu^ the teachlag^learnlng situation? There is no
consistency In the answers i^dch the literature makes to these
and related questions. Orowth in the learner is the te&-cher*t
tupreae purpose for being; e'valuating tide ability to foster thts
growth will probably always l« freught with difficulty. Since
the literature discloses no established xiractices, it becomes the
next step of this study to nftloe a random sampling of tlie rating
scales now In use and to deterrilne the degree of objectivity they
maintain In ths ew-luation of student teacher and the teaching act.
rr
OBUfB nt
ORQkHlZtiTlGS AND AmLTSIS 07 DATA.
Attacking the Protl*!!! . A sxrrvey of the literature reveals that «ome
Interest has been evidenced In the problem of rating the work of
student teachers In the olassroom. Some Investigators have assenbled
scales In use and have evaluated their usefulness; others have
attempted to determine the value of rating scales In measuring modem
classroom procedures; and still others have built new scales.
However, research shows little or nothing has been done to improve
the instrument of measurement so as to Increase its objectivity;
and so it seesned wise at this point to determine by random sampling
iriiether rating scales in current use tend to be subjective or
objective. Answers to these questions were sought:
1. What type of scales are In current use?
2. In fAiat points are these scales similar?
3. In iKb&t ways are they different?
k. How objective are the scales now in use?
COLLECTIUa TEE BATA
Random Sampling
.
In order to secure a widely representative
distribution of schools, attention was given to several factors.
A request for a sample rating scale was made from one tea*her
training institution In every state in the Union. Schools selected
r
varied In type of program and in length of coiirses offeredj they
operated under oityycotmty and state oontrol. The coonplote list of
schools appears in the Appendix^pp* 1 • 3* The letter ivhich requested
the scalds is in the Appendix* p* 4* The responses to the roquest
letter brought a rundoa sas^liBgAShofring great diyersity in
methods of rating, in itens rated and in form of instruniont now in
oiirrent use*
Table I* Summary of Responses to Request
Ratine Scales.
Item
1
uruGsiber
KUm&er or requests sent 46
Kumber ol' returns made 44
Mumoer or scales userui ror tins study S9
msnber not using a x^guiar scale ' 5
KumDer revising scale S
'
"
Table I shows the "Sioamary of Responses to Request for Rating
Seales*** It nay be seen that 44 different sehocls responded to the
request* Useful data came frcsa 39 institutions! 6 reported no
regular scale in use, one of them -Ohio • sent a ''Stud^t Teacher's
Ifeekly Log" idileh it stated **i8 in no sense a rating seale."
Three institutions reported their staff is rerising the instrunsent*
Six of the replies irere aooosi:$>anied by personal letters eacpressing
interest in this inrestigation and requesting suBsnaries of the
findings* These returns lead to the inference that (1) the
schools answering the request letter have the better organised
procedures for rating student teaching efforts in actual
Ie
praotloa, and (2) the letin^: devices are used in about the same
Banner and serve the aame fundamental purposes.
rirst Tabulation of Data
. The collection of tangible data In the
form of scoring cards &nd rating devices proved to be the simplest
part of the Investlfe-ation. It sas a stupendous task to org&nlze
into serviceable sltfipe the enchoate mass nhich the scales, so
diversified in philosophy and structure, presented. One school \xses
* 3^ library card and asks for "general impressions"; another school
uses a foujr-page booklet, on the cover of tdiich is space for an essay
subjective sunnciry, and a profile of activity, and the remaining
sheets give sane hundred items to be checked and weired; still
another gives several pages and includes a lengthy statement of
purpose, a check list for subject matter qualifications, and finally
a very analytical and detailed 'tF.valuatlon Chart" iriaich is tc be used
in rating a "^"^ogressiTe series of teaching-learning activities*'.
Seme schools use only one form, and that at the close of the final
training period; others uAe different forms for the several types
of student teaching assignments; still others use the same form
several times during the student's training period. In the light
of the purpose of this study, it seoned feasible to disregard all
irregularities in the time ratings laade and to discount any differences
in the several stages of growth to be rated. Tliat is to say, if a
school used more tlian one card, tlie series sas coasidered as a
ooi^site card and combined itons were tabulated.

The first attempt »t tabulation of data vas a preliminary
•ndeavor to brin^ order out of chaos. The rating scales, regardless
of site and form were arranged alj^betically by states. The names
of the states were entered across the top of a large sheet of quarter
inch graph paper. Items were listed In order of their appeerance at
the left of the page. 4s an item occurred in succeeding rating
scales, it ma checked in the proper square. If an item similar to
another already menticaied nas found to be a synonym according to
Webster, the first named item was checked; if, however, there nas
even a slight difference in meaning, tlie item was added to the list.
11 U3 scales were tabulated.
Chart I giTos a section from the first tabulation of data*.
It nay be seen that in the list of states e-rory one is giTen a
01^00 • Althotifh there are no iteans cheoked for Coloz*ado>!>E3leimre
and Florida it eon not be inferred that these states did not
responds In faot«Colorado and Florida did respond but none of the
•erforal Itema listed in this section are rated in their sealesi
Delegare did not respond and so none of these nor any other item
in the remainder of the ehart trera oheaked*
The items listed at the left give some notion of the
divorsity of factors rated and remsals the inolusion of aosae -vory
odam terainology^suoh as "eaotional balance." The oheok aarks
indleate the popularity of soaoe items suoh as ^oiea" and"Cooperatioa"f
and 1^ laeik <^ popularity of others* suoh as«''Persoxadlty" and
"Ewtioiaal Balanoa^" The primary tabulation needed ro'vlsion*
r
Chart I. Section from first Tabulation
of Data.
Appearance
Psrsonallty
Voioe
SDOt.Bal.
Courtesy
Sntnuslaso)
DspencUblllty
yorce
HesourcefulnesB
Cooperation
v/
V \/ ^y v/ J
\/ v
V
V
V V I'
Second Jalmlatlon^ Now to organize tne taliulzitions more precisely,
tJae itons were studied. These were some of the qpiestions which
were considered in making the new or^nization;
1. Iflhat elements can be classified under one topic?
2. How meny large groups oi classifications are necessary?
J. fhat title shall be given these groupings?
^, VJhat items, if any, can be combined?
Critical inspection of the items resulted in the use of fo\ir divisions
Personal Qiaalifications, frofessional ^?aallfications. Classroom
fe
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TvohniqoBS Mad UtsoellAsitoiw HotatiocMi* A inm ohnrt vm» oot up txod
all ttmo in Qmrt I. xsoro olancified uiia«r one of tho four boacliag**
itMDfi cloo«Xy ixftXftM mf9 o<aA>i»d« X& otltsr «Brd«»«h0ro poscil»lo»
ittm tlmt ver* tlBrilnr or aoarly olnilar varo trontod m ono,vd.th
oare not to read into ony torn & tlnilfurlty 'Mjsih did sot in fact
•adst* Tte foIXowlss «ro lIluotrati«ni trm tte BftrsoiORl
Qwlifi«atlOB0 groupiagi
SolfToliftnfe
Self-«OQfidlMlt
Self«reXiftxit
Initiati've
iq^M^sound uttered
uttomioo
\roioe
Sound in bo4y«a|jidj or soul
MtiYQ gtrin^'tti of
HiiidB of liYiAgAlaehiKffior
AttirOyoXotliesygflURaeiibi
j|/ mb0<»r#»» tiSbst»»e How IstoniiitioBal OeUogiato Diotiowkfy,
Im ittitiati^
Xtm flaftlly listed
2« Yoioe mmubIiik
Xt«tt fitfLll^ listed
joeeasiag
Xtm fi«aiy lietvd
gjMWlilBg
2t«B fixxRU^ U»M
I
5* PependfcTjility iihwtiItic TrustworthlnoEBfworthy of
being depended upon
totegrity
tAistioe'"
Fai-ciumLnGES
iimwitiItic Honestyjitprightness
Maniac IntoGrity^uprightnoss
synonym Trustworthinets
finally listed Dependability
6* Polaa BMmiag
Enotional Balance neanins
Balance « stabllii^
State of equlpoee
Xtn finally liated Poise
The foregoing Illustrations show hov olimlnationB and
eoQobinations of items were affected. The final orgemisation
appears in full In the Second Tabulation of Qataj^pendix« pp* 6
AKALISIS OF DA3!A
Pers<»ial Qualifloations* The Ismortanoe of the ''teacher herself"
J/
cannot be over-rated* Barr concludes his study* '^seonsln Study
of Teaching Ability^,-with these two stateoesxts*
!• It Dould seem froci the data gathered that tfas
teacher brings her nhole self to teaching and
not merely a knovled^ of the subject to be
taught or the laethod of teaching*
2* Bersonallty Is an is^ox*tant factor In teaching
success* Hov«lf por8(»aal qualifications are
vital to teaohlngftben nays and xaeans must be
devised for their evaluation,the more objectively
the better*
If It is true that personality Is,in a oeasure, a matter of
developsaent^then certainly too much emphasis cannot be laid xxpon
l/ Barr,A*S* "MGConsin Study of teaching Ability." Journal of
Educational Reeeareh^BaCIII (lSay,1940), pp» 671 - 664*
€
direotliig the student »« effort toward self-lnprovoiaoiit. With
teachers in sorvloe«the problem of personali-ty is a delicate
and diffiotdt one* heeauso the persons concomod cu^e uaxially
on the defonaiTd,resenting porsonal criticiBOis and their
implications* UiiighT^ concluded this from an investigation
he made concerning "Pitfalls in Eating Schemes.** TbB matter
to be considered with teachers in service is one of judging
th« teaching perfonaanco«evaluating the teaohizkg process and
its products*
Bonever* this study is coneemed xvith tlie student toachar*
and so both the teacher herself and the teaching aet seed
analysis for rating* Idaon the -tatdning schools endeavor to
include an urgeney for personal as v&ll as professional
growth«the student teacher is invariably responsivo to «and eager
for^iduitever assistance and criticiaa the critic offers* To
learn i&At personal qualifications are more popularly usod
in rating scales* "Chart A» Personal Qualifioations* " in the
Appendix* pp* G * 7*iias analysed* To restrict the analysis
the items appearing most frequently Tsere tabtilated in Table II,
"Showing Frequoney and Percentile Bank of Personal Qualifications
as found in Randosa Sao^ling of Hating Soalos." This Table shows
that of the 39 soalos exajained 36 rate "^pearanoo", giving
this iton first place | 35 scales rate the item ^oice"*
'£night,Prod B* "Pitfalls in Rating Scales*" Jommal of
Educational ?syohology*XIII (April ,1922), pp. - 2i3*
c
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Iteible II . Shovdng Frequency end Percentilo Fr-Ek
0+ x'ert.on2.1 eu^iiii'ici. tiont as found in
> Handom Sampling of Bating Scales.
Ctem Score Mid oint f Ouiuf
.
Percentile
Appearance 1 l.OOg
Voice 3? 1 .980
Health, Initia-
tive. lolss 29 .952
Cooperation
Dependability 26 2 ^1 .g6g
Adaptability 1 29 .312
Pronptnsss
Prof. Spirit 18,^-21,'; 20 2 zz .7SU
Tac t , i«nthud &iu
Leadership
Hesouxcalulaesa l-j.'j-lS.^, 17 U 26 .7?s
Indus try
Originailty
Self-Control lU 3 22 .616
The order of frecuency indice^tes the relative stress given to thiM
items hy their inclusion in rating scales now in current use in
Teachers' Colleges, Items having a percentile rank of nore than .55
were included in the Table; items ofaving a percentile rank of less
than .55 were omitted. Omissions include such items as Accuracy,
Courtesy. Intelligence, Judgment, PerBonality, Sense of Humor,
Sympathy, Common Sense, Decision, Orderliness, ftesponsihility. Physical
Defects, Executive Ahility, ?ollowsrchlp, Nsaturity, Moral Influence,
Openmindedness, Outlook on Life, Perception.
Te."ble II shows the items which are most frequently rated and
t
giret their percentile rank - Appearance, 1,008; Voice, .980;
Health, Initiative, Poiee,
.952; Cooperation, Depenaab 11i by, .ZG&i
Adaptability. .81?; Promotnesr,, Profesr^ioml Spii-lt, .7Si+; IV^ct.
Inthueiasm, Leadorahl:), Resourcefulness,
.728; Industry, Originality,
Self-Control, ,Sl6. The total list of ^^ersonal qu£tlifications
nuEibers 36 - rcn^jia^^ in frequency from 1 - 36. ^iiat a difficult
task to select irnich iteme i^re so vital ad to be critical to teaching
success, and which sre merely contributivo fb-ctoraV
ft'ofesBional Q:jallfice.tione
. 3ince no two rating scales ^-rouped
items to be r&ted In the same categories, it we-s necessary to
arbitrarily arrs-nge the topici. lltiiB second listing i^as mde to
include those abilities whicn individuals seem to need for teaching
success; that is, the items are those specifically profftsssional in
tone. Chart B, "Professional Opalificatlons^, In the Appendix, pp,8-9
shows thfi first organization of these factors. It was necessspry to
arrange these items in some order and so those having the ^^^test
frequency were tabulated, "Pable III, ••Showing Frequency and Percentile
Hank of Professional c^lificationa as found in Handom Sampling of
Eating Scales" gives the frequency and percentile rank. order of
the frequency indicates the relative enphasis placed upon the items
"by rating scales now in current use in Tsachers' Colleges, Items
idilch are rated but ivith a percentile rank lower than .55 J^ot
appear in Table III. Items not included are iJconomy of Routine,
r
Handling of Dlstarbllng ISlemente, Insight to Education, Relationship
of leacher-i-Upil, Ability to get pupil Tiewpoint, Interest in Education,
and £elationship of Teacher and Teacher.
Table III. Showing frequency and Percentile Kank
of Professional vilifications as found
in fiandom Sampling of Bating Scales,
Item Score I idDOint Cumf
,
Percentile
Breadth of Knorledee 25 1.00
V VilHiy*li*i \JJt till tm'^ * X Ol i 29 q6
Spec ific Knowledge 26 23 .32
Use of Griticiem 21.^-2^^.'? 23 22 .8f5
Interest in ?u.pila 18.5-21.5 20 21
Use of Su^cgestion
Outlining Lesson
Froceas 17 2 20 .SO
I^esire to Improve 12,'?-1^.^ 14 1 IE .72
Accuracy in Hecorde
Power to &row
StimnuUite i.ctivity 9.'3-l2r5 11 3 17 .68
Insight to Child liiatur
Sympathy with
Pupil Effort
e
8 6 14 .56
Table III shows the Items concerning professional qualifications
which are most trequently rated and gives their percentile rank.-
Breadth of Knowledge. 1.00; Conm^nd of Singlish, .96; Specific Knowledge,
•92i Ability to take Criticism, ,885 Interest in Pupils, •04j
rf
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ibUlty to ue» SttseMtlOlur or Outliidttg tfao l0$»m Froooes« •00| Dosirt
t» Xi^rovot «72f Attovatmy la R«Qord»tPoii«r to arav«s«d StdMLfttlOR of
S, i0ti^ti»«« •6C|IxisiG^ to Child T%itun»»SyiB|)ftthy vlth Pu|}il Effort* *56#
TImi total list of profoooloml quallfioatioot wnaSom ZB * rmf^XaQ in
ffoqiiOTii^r fr«n S • 32* Tbm «ei«»4 to be no tno iimm slxdlar oaotigH in
tMjr ftHipUwittMW to bo ooaftKiMd* Titblo IZX «honi elatrly timt thore i«
no oo^^steaey in which choractoriotico are oeoentlal for profeoeloxxd
iu«OMW««nd that Mfthere* Colloo^o of tbo nation haro ooce to no
AgrMBoat as to vhioh itcciQ arq oontributivo «»d «tiioh oritioal in aftkliis
for pr^MioBaal fuoooss*
dilliroott ToohBigttji* 3t lo diffiovdlt to dotorcdno tho iaportaoe of
ola««ro<ia toolmique* Too lauoh enphatie aty o«iily be laid v^^m dotoilo of
the procoaa and the atahanioa of tho proooduro* To dsoide isbat should bo
||pludod in tho torn "olassroosg toohniquo"*thoro ahooXd bo md» m
amlyaia of tho various olemzxt» in tho teaohisg porfroMMMM* This should
tiun bo folloood by an otnluation tho roapeotiw QlovmtB$m to
anothor* Hatinc of toaohinc pcrfommoo «ill be probloacaatio 00 loxig oo
baai« otandards aro oo poorly dofinod* Idttlo proc^reoa oan bo md» in
boilding eritoria that ore objeoti'W© an Icmg at "ability to question" tm&
^'attentioii to indi-vldi»U. iifforonooo" aro oaptions to be ratod for after
all«isliiO it to jud&o vhat i« inoludod in^ability'^er "attention.^
Chart Cb "daeeroosa Toehni^a^ in the ilpp^idixt p* 10^ gifos tho
firat orgonlaation of these data* Table ZV ehova freqtsenoy of iteraa
oonaiderod ooaential to elaearocm toohoiw in S6 of the rating oealoo
uoed in etudy* Tlio iteoa not iaoltxdod MX below poroeatito raslc*
90M» of ^loio are • Oare of Btiadpoaat* 9ao of tiaa* BvaltMitioa of Hoaolto*
ibility to ®»t Pi^l Xntofoatfand Mrootioo of Pupil Partioipation*
9
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Table 17, Showing Frequency and Percentile Rank of
Classroom Teciinlque as found in Random
Sampling of Bating Scales.
Item Score fv'.idpoint f Cumf
,
Percentile
Ability to Control 2^ I
Attention to Ind.Dif,,
Ability to Juestion 21, W^.^ 2 .qso
Att.to Physical Aspects,
Prep. of Subj. Matter,
Skill as Practictioner lS.'j-21,«j 20 ?3 .92U
Assign. (Visual Aids,
Devi. Skills,
Mastery of Method i^.'j-is.^ 17 U .gUO
Ability to direct Study,
Ability to Meaam,
Ability to Orgaittaft,
Ability to care for
fioutine ilattera 12,^-1>5 Ik 10 26 .728
An analysis of Table IV shows classroom technique to be spread
among 36 different items ranging in frequency from 1 - 26. Ability
to Octroi raitks,3|.008; Ability to qaetfftion, Attention to Individual
Differences, .980; Attention to Physical Aspects, Preparation of
Subject, Skill as a Practictioner, .92U; Assignment, Vis^l Aids,
Development of Skills, Mastery of Method, .SUO; Ability to Direct
Study, Ability to Measure, Ability to Organize, and Care for Routine
l/!atter8, .728. The persistency of time worn qualities such as
Ability to qjtestion. Preparation, and Ability to control is conspicuous
in contrast with an attempt to measure p^ipil growth in habits and
attitudes. The appearance of "attention to individual differences"
r
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bespeaks the entjrazioo of sooddo present day educatioml philosophy
Into the rating of student teaohlxig* BowoTer*there needs to be
Bueh greater eophasis on rating the mm prooedures if the studont
teaober is to be helped in the translation of theory into
praotice*
1/
In Barr*s study of good and poor Social Studies teaohors*
fas beads the list \7ith "ibility to stimulate**! and includes
"Orsanieation and knowledgo of subject laatter. Use of illustratiir©
aoaterial^T^ll-established examination prooedure«Skill in questioning
and jftppraisal of pupil *s v/ork** aa oontributimo faotors in good
teaching procedure. Of the 17 itoias in Barr's list* 7 appear in
Table 17 of this investigation* In the years*terminology has changed *
"Tisual Aids" it now used beoause it is held to be zoore inolusive
than **IllustratiTe aaterials** a]xd**S&Gaaination proeedure** has eaaoe to
be **BTraluatio(n of results.** Dr. Barr ooneluded that there is little
agreement among supenrisors eonoeming oharacteristies of good teachizig
and that the terminology eoiqployed continues to be highly subJeotiTe*
The ten years since Barr*s study ms published have not witnessed
any greater unity, for both the diversity of terms and their
ia^lieations continue to be problexos for those ttho are held
responsible for rating the teaching perfonnance of student
teachers*
3/ Barr* A.S. "The Characteristic Differences in the Teaohine
Perforaanee of Good and Poor Teaehers of tlie Social Studies .**
Bloosodngton, Illinois) Public School Publishing House»1929.

4aoth«r point included in fable tV hae been diteueeed \^
Beflejr^. Fe ataiee very oandldl/ that he woalci not hol-^ etu<?.imt
leeohtrs reeiionaible for dleclpIinRry ;iroble{Re of serious type beoauee
(1) They lack the autliority seeded ter
euoh reepeaeibilitiee,
(£) Children know thie and take admata^,
(3) Kxperienoe ^ined in thie a typioal
situation doee not o:^rry oror,
(U) 7iret attacks in the profeeeeien shfitald
not be loaded with f^lloree, a»d
(3) ftipilt in the traininet eohool tauet be
proteeted.
leverthelees. "/ability to control", idth a percentile raidt of 1«008»
is first aaoae the ite!nt of this oatecery. That ie to aay, 3^ of tiie
36 ratine scales eMAfted in this study take oegaisanae of the stvident
teacher's power to control or dieoipline the group beings tatt^^t.
fhis brief analysis of items shove how difficult it is to select the
fi»etora to be ;}ad^d{ and having done so, to s^ke the ^.gnent ob^ioctlTe.
Ifethod of Bating > Tb» eaethed aaed in scoring the r&ting scales my
£ive some attention to objeetive evalxjatlon* and ee the set- lee t^re
orltio&Uy ejttmined for this iteei. Cf all the items tabulated in
thie inv«eti^tion» the aethod of ratiz^c proved to be the noat difficult
to oripnite. Ci^rt P* i^iethoda of I^tln^ and other Hisoellaneoue Data*
la Appendix, pp*l2-li«£l^* theee i teste not included eleeehere in the
J^/Bagley,l«3iUiflai (r^-flse? Flaee of Applied Fhiloe©!^ in Judging Student
Teaching", Educational Administration and 3apervi8loo,xyiI(«ay 193J-)*
r
•Bluation. There 1b great diversity In the methods in use. In an
attempt to find some heslt for tuilformlty, feble V, "Showing yreqaency
and percentile Bank of Methods of rating as found In Random Sampling
of Hating Scales nas set up. Only 22 of the 39 scales have any
point of unity, and of the 22, only 13 have a percentile rank above
,55« ^® four items itilch occurred in ^.Teatest frequency are "General*
or "Sunaaary Statement", "Descriptive Phrases to define terms",
"Vonerical Hblue of letters defined", and "Statement of Attendance.
"
Ttiblm y. Sho>9ing Frequency and Percentile Bank
of Methods of rating as found in
BandoB Sampling of Bating Scales.
Item Score Midpoint f Cumf
.
Percentile
General Hating 2I.5-2U.5 23 1 21 1.008
18.5-21.
5
20 0 20
Descriptive Phrases 15.5-18.5 17 1 20 .960
12.5-15.5 Ik 0 19
9.5-12.5 11 0 19
Defined Letters (A-S);
Defined Numerals (1-6);
Statmen t of Attendance. 8 3 19 .912
Descriptive Letters;
Strengths ; Weaknesses
;
Suggestive Case
Placonent;
Size of Class, etc. 5 s 16 .768
r
ttem« not of xmiform use In the eampling include Confidential
•tatement of employer. Score of Intelligence, Types of Outside
Experience, Types of Special Abilities, Signature of the Student,
Bating Basis for Conference, and the like.
It is interesting to note: (1) Twenty-tiro ask for a general
or summary rating and this often is listed as the "final ark'*, the
one to l)e liled in the theory department. The person rating the
student would indeed find it difficult to ju^le **Sincerity of
Purpose" with "Appearance", and again with "Care of claasroOTi
equipment" or "Preparation of daily leesons", and to evoke a sensihle
composite score, one itiiich will be fair to Judge and Judgee alike.
(2} Sixteen use descriptive pnrases to aid the judge in the evalu3>tioa
of the student teaching. This is one measure toT^rd objectivity, for
descriptions of tlie iten tend to restrict the areas to be judged and
to direct the evalu£.tion into certain definite channels. (3) Six
schools rate strengths and weaknesses, (k) Six schools ask the
indication cf the grade for ifeich the student is best fitted, even
thou^ the scorer in most cases sees the student actually at work in
but one or two grades. (5) Hone of the samples make any provision
for following up the student teachers who have gone out into regular
service. It would seem that either this item is being neglected or
that it is valueless. In the opinion of the writer, it seeojs that
Bach a follow up of students in the field should aid in establisiiing
\
\
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tandardf for the training schools and In discovering means for the
correction of those weaknesses in the training which loom conspicuously
as coinmon faults.
Some of the More Unique Scale^
. Kunerical data and their anclysia
sometimes fail to give clearly the whole pic tare, Therefore, a few
of the more milcpxe sc^^leo found in the sanpling are here deccrihed,
Suhjectivlty is conspicuous in a limited numl^er of the rating
scales. (1) 3olurn"bia, South Carolina, reports; "We do cot use any
specific rating ae&le, but determine fitness "by infomiatiou agreed
upon from conferences after observing; practice t€«.chers st rvTiZ,^
(2) Then from Salislaury, Maryland, comes the statement; "We upe two
scales • the mimeographed one enclosed and the Morrison Rating- Scale
Profile for Teachers published by Webster Publighing Oorn^ny, St. Louis,
Missoxiri. In e.ddition we raise our heads above scales and use
subjective judgment. »» (3) Tlie ncsle used at Hinot, Horth Dakota, aeks
for a purely subjective opinion. The directions read, "In a
comprehensive pera^-raph tell ue wlisit kind of person and what kind of
teacher this cadet is " to ^ide the person makln^e the rating
there are at the right rrcr^'in se\'eral sug'^estive points to cover and
each point is clsrified by qualifying cr descriptive phpsses. Of
course, this restricts and directs the evalmtion and so har the effect
of making the rating sonev^aat objective. {U) The scale used at

IClddlebury College, Vermont, lists 25 items under three headlnga -
"Tae Teacher", "a'ue Recitation", "The rUpil," This note is added,
"We do not attempt &ny numerical rating* on the tasis of this sheet,
"but use it infonoally for individual conferences."
Attamx)t8 at se if•appraisal are also made. (1) -it the University
of Chicago, the title of the scale reads, ^Hating and Self-^ppraiseuient
of themselves." There follows a two-page list of items and qualifying
statements to he rated "Sxcellent", "{Jood", "l^ir'', or "Poor". The
hasis for the evaluation is asked for and a general course grade is
also made. (2) Several of tae scales suggest that tkiey be used in
conference periods to direct tiiC growth of the student. Alabajaa
practically makes this a reqairejient, "Critic teacners should allow
student teachers to see their ratings." (3) Uhio State University
is experimenting with a V/eekly Log In iraich the record is made and
kept hy tx^e student of his own activities. The Log gives "a jasis
for self-appraisal in promoting your development in the eompeteucies.
requisite for successful teaching." Such qiiestions as tae ioUovidng
are typical in the Log,
"What did you do to widen the extent of pupil
activity and partici|»tion"?
"What specifically did you do to promote pupil
planning and thinking"?
Not unusual in its general set-up, the scale of (Jornam, Maine, has this

wdqm tm^ny -> to *%Umpt %• wmmum cmth t«r tb« of Uui raU.
«i qm^Ut u% Ui« ond of tbm iwnko iho oliaulont %o>«hor i«too horoolf
s
Ikko orltU r&too Ibo otad«R%t Uio|r «Mif«r oad Mpor* i«tisg«* i.% tho
oad of olx iMoko %h«/ AcOa omla»%o on tb» oom ohooi, uolJif Aiff«r«at
ooloi>od cmg^ono. At the ond of altto mko, %be orttie omlaatoo on »
nov sbftot. nils le for filing in %iio Director* o offtoo n^nA for tho
yi^oowont jAiroau,'*
4ttoii^ at o^Jootivlty aro aUo founA la %hi$ mmpliins, (1) How
^oroor 9t»to fmtUmB OoXlOjfO at Joraoy Ott)r aoka for <*tyi>l«eil oMploo**
boaoath ttia oovoinal llotiaco, fhl« foreoo ti«« r^^^tln^' tci b« "nfaLdo apoa
aotuRl iaalAMito an& roteoo to tono oxtftat noro opinion or ifoproonloa.
(2) k werf dotailod <*Stuid«ot 9»ao)i|nc ^U^tioa Oioart** it ia oxporim^ial
moo at ibo Uaivoroity of Florida, fbo direotiont road ia part, . • '*S«t6h
4nA|pMBto oboald bo baood oa ovMalativo Improottlosa io ^r&A V
ropoatod anui^ao of sadli babavior tyr stadoat toaobaro* or aotaaX rooordo
•f «aoli babfrvior. Jad^aoat iAMild aot bo bboad on tslr^lo iaot&aoeo.
tbit ia a roaord of eutotaadliw dbavaatoriottea aal^F*** fliora fellaaa a
list of taaaty-aiit lt«ma aad tbair dafidtieaa. Then tlie diraetiona
raad« <»^laoo *&* af%«r itosrdi iliioh aro oat»ts.odinel/ otroaci 'W* aftor
theoa that aro preaouaeod waaknoosot..." Kow tbar« follaaa alaiNm aoali
Itaaa with from ana to oovoa daoorlptiva pbiraaoo* i Vftry dataiUd
amlwfttiott obart j^tivoo these '*0«naf«l Plreotl^a* • *fflsio plaa for
•lalwtii^ «tu.^^t toaohlai; ooaalota of toveral liaoar projaotioao
\
compoied of descriptive statements arranged in an ascendirig order of
importance of value, from left to right. In addition, a scheme is
Included to ir.ire a description of the teaching-learning situ^ition.
. .
.
laeh chart is to toe considered ts a progressive series at levels of
teaching and learnin4- activities. As such, they toecome a most useful
Instrument in guiding the student teacher and the student teacher's
thinking and planning of her work." Much too detailed and too involved
for efficiency, the instrument does aim at objectivity and at self-
appraisal. Perhaps usage will torlng forth a more simple and therefore
a more effective rating scale.
Several rating scales attempt to attain objectivity by linear
•valuations, by weighing items, by descriptive phrases, or by a
combination. Actual illustrations of the set-up of the schemes are
revealing.
(1) Adams State Teachers' College, Alaniasco, Colorado -
III, Control of
esthetic factors
in classroon
/ 1 . / / / /
Keeps room orderly liSaintains
and neat,appropriately hapl-^zard
decorated,rnaterials dilapidated.
conveniently arranged. disorderly
condition of
classroom.
f
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(2) Ball State Teachers' College, iincie, Indiana -
Ih» toalet for firit ra tinge of T.ork in the High School and
the Ilementary School differ; for final ratings they are similar.
The preliminary or first rating alms tosard objectivity. An Illustration
is glren below:
' How persevering 1 1 1
.
• • t
1 1 1
T
(III
-*
Is heT
Gives up rlsjiages to Makes every
easily in get things effort to
the face done. conple te
of occasionally tasks
obstacles needs prociding satisfactorily
Comments :
No opportunity to observe
(3) (Michigan St&te Komal School, Ypsilanti, Michigan - Checking the
"best description".
Personal Slement
C. Voice
I I I I I I I I I I
flexible .alleys Flexible, well Usually well
well modulated, modulated. modulated.
forceful,clear usuiilly force- lackixig in
eniiQclation ful, clear flexibility
enunciation and forceD D
Harsh, Ai^rent
Indistinct Voice
monotonous impediments
weak
a
Q
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(U) Nabraste State Teachers* College, Chaldron, Nebraska -
The oategoriee to he rated are broken do^ Into their several separata
parts - The liiola sheet "gives a graphic picture of yoax juii©iient of
the student's qu^iliflcations for teaching.**
3. Skill in questioning k B c D E
and stimulating thought 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 k 5 1 2 3 1 2
liconony in use of time
(3) losa State Teachers* College. Cedar I^lls, torn.
This scale uses a different rating at different levels or periods of
practice teaching. With the exception of "final scoring", which is a
check of A,B,C,D,F, there are qualifying terms to direct the rating.
The critic is asked to check one space in a "nine group rating."
Good Avera^re Poor
17 Pdfinitenass and
clearness of Aim
(6) state Teachers* College, California, Pennsylmnia
Evaluation is o^de somevhat objective by careful analysis of the six
categories vhich are rated. Averages are conputed and the complete
final rating is made on a profile. This weighting of Items and
clarifying of terms does no doubt increase objectivity.
1r
S va a I U
VI. student's evidenceB of growth
7 6 5 U 3 2 1
1. Better iinderstanding of
teaching prol^lems
2. £tc.
Averaj<e
Total of Avera^:9B
Average of Block Items
(7) Western feahington College of Iiducatlon, Pellingham, \fe.sh.ington —
•
The critic Is asked to evaluate by comijarison with other student
teachers she has known - "Directions - Compare the applicant with tea
representative students whose work you have known, whose ablliwias
v»ry from poor to superior. Assume the abilities to he distrihated as
in the representation at the right. Indicate your judgment of the
applicant by placing across (x) in one of the spaces at the right of
each of the nine qualities on which the applicant is to he judged,"
i^alities 7
6
5
k
3. Industry and 3
2
9
si)ependabllity -
Habit of positive
attack upon work;
willingness to
cooperate,and to
take tne respbnsib-
illtie'5 for o>m acts.
1
Lowest Low Avere.f e fai KiiP^hest
I(
(
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(8) Ualreratty cf Gi llfomja at Icr Altf;eXei: -
P«rhapa ©ne of the txarllest attempts to cb^'ectlvity, tMa one, originated
"by V&.ddell In 192S, was reported by him in rjaucatlonal Method, Vol. Till
. i/(Janup ry, 19?9). !15iS ac-^le is a detailed four-pa^c hooklet with qaeBtiona
and descriptire pbreaes to ^^ide the pereon oakin.- the evaluation, the
method of sroightlng eac'a lt»iu and toe procedure for attainirig tlic Buamry
fcor© for each aecfclon cad tne coTipleite scale all tend to Uei^toa the
ohjectlvity of the r.tin.g. The ciid-tena reportB are made In uencil and the
•t^v^f-nt Irio^rn hi*y nt- tKnn ^hroui^j. conference. At the torm^c clos^, the
reporiis are reTised r^na. thfa i^i-ofile on UiW Tacv of tha scale is ara^ri.
3Bie a^p-li'Slr of the tosc'nixiiZ ohserved an.', the pi-ocedure for ratiiig are
biji'il;' iiivolv'ed, ard so tae sohf;-.**? lit" <» tiob fouud i'avor, des;;lte its
oh.jec'lvlty,
Sample Bating.
,
Score aeinariB
Score Value
F«.ilure
Low 10^
ji-vera^e Strong
?ext " 30v
Surjerior
5Hi^h 10"
3. ©lorougmer-s of inuaediate prep£.ration. To what extent does the teacher:
1. FonralPte aim?, clearly and •)lfl.n definitely?
2. iProvide necessary iliusv^ratj.v© and itork materiale?
3. Wake continuous iaprovsoient in dally preperatlon?
$\ni»5.ry of
ChecTcf and Scores
1
Average
Score
I
j/lSaddelljCbprles Ifev Aitin^ Scale for Practice 5feaching>*,
Educatiop^ l Mehaod, 71 1 1 ( Ja su^; ry » 19^9 ) • . ?1^?19
.
cr
C
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Colleottpg the Data
. In order to determine what rating scales are in
use* a random sampling of scales las collected - one scale from each
state in the Uhlted States. Of those secured, some 39 irere useful in
this study, k wide variety of schanes for rating student teaching is
used in those institutlsns vhich graciously responded to a request for
their rating de^/ioea and scales. In the returns, a simple es^y
statement after an oral conference contrasts with a detailed four-page
booklet. To hring some order out of chaos, the scales were arranged
alphalsetically and the items tabulated. The items were then reor^-anized
under four main categories - Personal ^i^lifications, Professional
CJp^lifications, Classroom Techniques, and (Method of Bating.
The moat frequently used itens under the four categories are
listed helow:
I. Personal (^lificatlons
AppeazTinoe Cooperation
Dependa'bility
Adaptability
Promptness
Professional Spirit
Voice
Health
Initiative
Poise
II. Professional Qii33lification8
Breadth of Knowledge
Oommand of £!nglish
Specific KnowXedgt
Use of Criticieon
Interest in I^ipils
Ability to Use Suggestions
Outlining Lesson Process
Desire to Improve
r
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III, dassroom Techniques
AMlity to Control
Ability to :^estion
Provision for Individual Difference*
Attention to Hiysical A.spects
P^efftration of Subject Uatter
SQslll as a I^ctitloner
tV. Method of Bating
General Statement of Stanraary
Descriptive Hirases
Defined values of letters (A-S)
Analysing the Data . The purposes behind the rating scales differ
greatly. Tliere are those which deliberately ask for a mark in order
that tahuls>ted data may serve as a laasis for official reconsnendation
of students. In &xi endeavor to reflect the newer educational trends,
some scales attempt to determine power of the student to transl^^.te
theory into practice. A few scales differentiate Iwtween the making
of tsliulations and the improvement of the student *s teaching perfom-
ances; this is done throu^ self-appraisal and through conferences
hased on rating scales i^ich carry signatures of toth the critic and
the student.
The forms of the rating scales are even more diversified than
their purix)se8. No two are alike, yet there are some points of
similarity - items frequently definai, to he checked; scoring according
to Bcme set scheme of letters or numerals to he evaluated; comments in
essay fom to he stated; and profiles to he charted.
!r
r
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simplicity contlnuea to predominate and there Is too nnxch
ftnphasls upon Inspection and evaluation. However, sttectlon Is "being
directed toi^rd ©"bjcctlvlty, sxich as (1) Use of linear measure* tAiloh
§lTe relative rather than pedantic Taluee to Items; (2) Use of
descriptive phrases to clarify and restrict meaning of Items;
(3) weighting tiie scores; and {k) Clriartlng the final results In profile
instead of the sumnary subjective paragraph.
Implicetlons in Harvey of Scalss . Tb&t there Is need for revision of
present practices Is indicated "by a request from six institutions that
the returns of the present study be sent thesi. (That there have been
earlier attempts in the field was summarized In Chapter II. In answer
to the request for a rating scale, the Dean of the Utiiverslty of New
Moxico wrote at length. Ho doubt his letter well shows the aeed which
this survey study so well reveals - He said in part, »We do not use a
rating card for rating our student teachers, A number of years ago I
wrote a master's thesis on teacher rating devices that are in common use,
and 1 concluded that they are quite subjective and are not very
dependable. This study was made while I was at Stanford University,
I remember that several years ago they were using rating scales at
Western Eeserve University at Cleveland in the Department of Education,
In one of the studies that I made on the rating of traits, 1 found
that teachers not only disagree but they also disagree with themselves
over an Interval of time,"
i
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The challenge becomes this - Can a rating scale "be devited
(1) iriiich will fulfill the recognized purposes of mch an instrument
«
and (2) which will be more objective, and, therefore, more just in
its evaluation of student teaching.

CHiFTSR 17.
CSE/ITTO A NEW INSTRUMBJI ASD TSSTim ITS OBJSSCtJtTOT
Ia»d for New Instrmaent . This study kqb begun In reepcnie to a
peraonal ''felt need**, but research filled to reveal the exlsteiice
of an Infltroment to eatlBfy this need. The literature revleiMid In
Chapter II Indicates that others have att«Qpted similar Investigations
and that there has been some effort to Improve rating scales used In
the evaluation of student teaching. However, there la little evidence
set forth to prove that any one Instrument has been devised mhloh
definitely alms towtrd objectivity in measurement and which In this
respect Is more mlisable than others now In use.
k survey study of rating scales chosen from a randon sampling
is described In Chapter III. These scales* ijithered from representative
teacher training Institutions, give little evidence that there Is any
degree of uniformity In the essentials idilch are measured nor in the
form used In measurement. In fact, those Institutions responding to
a reipiest for scales expressed dissatisfaction with the form now in
use and Indicated little confidence In the validity or reliability
of their own scales.
Sduoatlonal trends today Include plans for measurement of the
product of a teaching-learning cycle, plans which grow Increasingly
objective. Of late, the word %easurement" has given place to a more
inclusive word, **evaluation<* . tl^is term has as its major concern the

future of
-flrxtn wcliV-re - ti»it is, w» evaluate In ordor to know the
direutioa liud extent of change in the in'^'ivi^^^-ual "by en experience or a
weri^s of ezyerieziceg. Ihi CLly Justification of an^- plan o.f evaluation
of slTudeLi, te**oLiiife is thtf^t it will effect clifcjatjes In the rii^ht direction
and fee iiii^iovk iu^- le£u;i.'ii..i,-le&rning f,itxi£tlon. The difficulty lies In
devisln^^- £.cd ueic^' instrumect rhich will evaluate fairly ^nd ob^^ective-
ly the work of the student, and vtich irill at the saae time give the
iinptstus xox coiitinuin^ ^rcrth,
invfrlved In liv^ luation
. Tae ap^)ralaal of the lerrning
product ho.to received critical attention in tne last two decaces and
Liicre hi»b l-eeu a ^»r€>£.t cc&l of experimenting to find wiy« to measure
techniqueiii and jjroced\ire« in order that tn<sre rey he an increase in
the feains made uy the learner. Much thought has been given t-o the
creation ox testing material that will measur<3 ohjectively the ability
of the learner in peri'onnance. It is perhaps time no?/ to direct some
attention co unb creation of an instrument v^ch itIII me&tnire the
teaouer's contribution to the learning product and iihich vdll vietisare
the teacner's part in the teaching-le^.i-nine cycle.
Lexore b-tveaiJting to construct an inatrunent, it may he wll
to set down aeveral principles upon nhioh any sound and satisfactory
method of ©valuation should l?e h&sed. The following were f»uggested
"by Chanter III of ''How to Smluate e Secondary School, "^in Vnlch is
dlgcussed "Bases for Improved Procedures for Evaluation.*' -
1/ S«'lls,w.C., Row to Kvgluate a i^econdary School , Washington,D. 0. , p. 17,
19UC> laitioD.

1. Teachers and paplls differ markedly and there can be
no Insistence that procedures be identical or that
standards be rigidly n»intained,
2. Svery teaching-laarning aiti»tion, differing In details,
bans essentially the same component factors > the learner*
the instructor and tne learning act.
3. ifhe teaching-learning cycle has for its ultimate purpose
the transciission of our American heritage and ideals.
lEhe exact procedures should and will vary due to the
individual differences inherent in pupils, teachers, and
the learning situation. This makes necessary comprehensive
and flexible rather than narrow and rigid criteria,
k. The •ttocess of the teaching-learning situation must be
evaluated in terms of the gains o&de not only in
scholastic etending but also in more effective social-
civic living. 53i1b makes imperative more than mere
matlieniatiuel measurement of the vork well done. It
impllos the need for evalij&tion of such non-tangible
factors as £.ttitudee, interests, and appreciations.
^. fhe success of the teaching-learning situation mast be
evaluated by ijbat it does for the learner, not by what
steps are used in the procedure nor by ivfcat equipment
Is available.
6. The success of the teaching-learning situation must be
^dged in its entirety, for a deficiency In one field
naay i»ell be Justified or cc»npens&ted for by superiority
in another field. This indicates that the general
level, as well as interrelationships, must be considered.
7. The number of factors to be evaius^ted must be extensive
enough to give \eilid evidence of vrork in general and In
specific areas; yet brief enough to be convenient and
practicable in form. That is, balance should be
maintained by a scale brief enoi:;gh to be useful and yet
long enough to be valid.
8. 'Ba.e evaluation should not be made simply to assign a
grade but should show the degree of growth. This can
be done by the use of the same instrument at two
different dates and by comjaring U^e resulting data.
1
ThoM oan !>• teen (l) ihere the steident laa, (2) iBhere
he is, (3) and in what dli*ectlon iie is movlnf.
9* Vbm inttruaent ahoaXd pronqpt Mlf>«mlt]»tion i^n th«
ttculen't begins profeselonal terrlee by calling nov
In the pre-servioe period for active participation in
the Judgnent of result*. IPhat is, the instrvoncnt
should not merely "tag* the stadent as a Xgood teacher'*
bat should instead lead him to be a "better teacher."
Planning the TSew Instrumen t. The problem now presenting itself
becoBMS,"3an a new instrument for evaluating the work of student
teachers be devised idiieh will satisfy these bKsic principles
and iblch will also take cognizance of the data ase^bled in
Chapter XIX?" IBow the principles set down in the foregoing section
lead to the conclusion that an acceptable instrument for emluation
should bt (l) comprehensive in scope, (2) flexible in number of
items to be measured, (3) considerate of both tangible and intangible
outcomes, {k) cognisant of what has I^ppened to the learner hii^elf
,
(3) considerate of general as well as specific items, and of the
play of interrelationships ainong items, (6) extensive enough to bs
mlid and brief enough to be pcracticable, (7) designed for use at
stated inter^ls in the pre-service period to give direction and
amount of growth.
3fhe suncjary of Chapter III, p. 45, concludes th&t there is
uniformity neither in the items listed for emluation nor in the
Ir
form of th» Instruraeuta themMlves. However, In Ijaildlng a new
instrument, the "baalo principle* sticiraBrlxed aliove and the data
colleoted in tiie random «ampllag of rating scales were helpful
in answering the following questions:
1. What are the general and specific Items involved
Ib the teaching-learning situation?
2. Into idiat larger categories can these items "be
grouped
T
3. How can these items "be clearly defined?
How can these items he e^luatedT
5. How can the evaluation he made ohJectiveT
6. How can the final evaluation he reported
graphically?
TOaat are the items involved in the teaching-learning situationT As m*
reported in Chapter III, it was a difficult proposition to collect and
or^fsnise the innumerable it«Qs idiich were considered important enough
for e^luation hy one or another of the representative institutions
eontributing to this study, i. re-reading of the Tables on pages 28, 30,
32 , and 3^ • ^^id a careful consideration of the data in tiie Appendix,
pp. 6-13 shows how the items were grouped for analysis. Prom these
tahulations it is r^idily seen v&&t items lead and how comprehensive
is their scope.
Into idaat larger cg.teaorie8 can these be grouped? The numerous items
rated in the 39 scales analysed In Chapter III were grouped into three
rr
r
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e«t*gori«t. This ms done qaite arMtrarily, Blnee no eonsistenoy in
grouping or In organisation was found to ezitt in the eampling. The
areas ohoeen were those factors active in any teaching-learning
situation - The Teacher Herself, The Picture of (k>od Teaohln^, and
She place of Gk>od Teaching.
"The Teacher Herself" includes those items vhioh describe the
teacher and vhich appear in TkaLle II. The seleotion ms influenced "by
percentile rank and the m-itcr's opinion. Items are grouped trader six
headings to keep the instrument comprehensive, yet sis^^le. The ite^ns
ehosen are -"A.ppearenceV"HealthI'*Voice" "lnitiative','"Coop€rBtion'J and
\iapa0it7 for Growth!! To clarify each topic, several qaestions are
listed heneath tiie topio in order tbat tlie evaluator i^ay he guided
into certain channels of thought. This description of each topic gives
•pportxmity to enimerate items closely related to the larger topic in
meaning and in implication.
"fhe Picture of Oocd Teaching" includes those items nhioh
deecrihe the teaching-learning act, and vhioh are listed hoth in
Tahle III, "professional C^lifications of the Teacher 1' and in Tahle IT,
'^lassro<»Q Teohniques." The selection of Items depended upon the
writer's personal opinion of what goes into the "picture of teaching."
The itcaxs include '^Breadth of Knowledge", "Ability to Select and
Organi«e Subject llatter", "Comoancl of Bnglish", "Ability to (^estion",
"Interest in Individuals", "Sktll In Measuring" and "Ability to
Control."
Vr
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•»The Piece of Oood Teaching" includes thoce Iteme mhlch descri"be
the classroom In which the teaching-learning act takes place, ftie
category has to do with those cnviron-T-ental factors uhlch Influence for
good or 111 the learning act. The Items selected were talcen from both
Table III and Table lY and they inclxide The Classroom", "Tools and
Uaterials", and ••Indications of an Aesthetic Tone."
Tbm Items selected for evaluP-tion are admittedly not chosen on
*n object!Ye basis - Tet the selection nas not done on mere opinion
either. The Frequency Tables gave status to the Items appearing in the
ratixvs scales of the random sampling. !!^e rejection or use of each
Item depended upon its placement In the Tables and upon nhat In the
azperlence of this irltor are aotlire fetors In the teaching-learning
act.
Hew can these itetns be clearly defined? In the study referred to in
Chapter II, p. 1^. Barr used the "c^iestion method", he states that
he does so because "to raise a question to clarify a category or an
Item is objective in itself. The rery act of qaestioning sets limits
for tiie evaluation." Therefore, acting upon Barr's suggest icMi, these
thlags were done - Descriptive phrases were selected and listed from
cursory reading of the literature. Qoallfylng adjectives used on the
rating scales were listed. The most conanon characteristics of each
lt«m were assembled. Finally, using these common char^-cteristies as
a Ixase, a set of questions was formulated, Illustration follows.
Ir
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Section on Tolc* taken from the Iafltrum«nt
1. I8 her voice well modula.ted
.
pleaeln^ and flexible?
2. Is her aDeeoii correct and forcefgl?
3. Is her arttculatiop distinct and expressive?
h. Does she adapt tone and volume to the needs of the
Boment?
5. Poei ahe use her vocal organg effectively?
The nords tuaderlined are those used to describe or qualify voice In
either educational literature or In the sampling of rating soales
used in this study.
Eow can these items "be evaluated? Again placement in the yreqpiency
(ITahlet was used; this time to ^Ide in the assignment of nTimerlcdl
status, liach category ms assl^ed 100 points. !^en a fraction nas
Mtde, using the frequency of occurrence as the nmerator and the total
acunber of rating scales examined as tlie denomioator - Thus an lt«a
appearing 10 times on 39 scales was given I0/39 of 100 points or 25.6.
In the final evaltfttlon, th» value of the item was rounded off and 25
m* the numeral value assigned.
In order that the evaluation might be flealbls, no definite value
IAS given each question - their purpose being to direct the thou^t
of the evalnator and to bring soaie det^ee of objectivity into the
•valuation Ijy defining the item so that it ral^ht have the samiS
rr
Implioatlans for all •valuators. Whan aaoh item had heen similarly
•mlitfited, th» Itaeis in e-ny one c&tc^ory ipere eqaalisseci by taking a point
off her« and adding a Tx>int there, in order thst tha mm might total 100
points. So, althotigh statistical results were not folloioed tnroii^h with
rigidity, numerical plecaaent formed a significant basis for the exercise
of Jud^ent.
The final snmraary uses the ntmerical data of the three categories*
Since the rating scales examined showed the items in Ikhle 17 occur less
freqpiently than those in T^hle II and [Bahle III, it may be inferred tliat
these items have less value in tlrie teaching;-learning situation. It ms
decided to take oognlz&nce of this j^ct in the final rating. IThorefore,
tesed en the numerical data ast^embled from sampling, and tempered by
personal judgment, category one. The Teacher Herself", m-t given tiio-
flfths; category two, "Rie Picture of Good Teaching", ms given two*
fifths; and category tliree, "fhe Place of Good teaching", vas given one-
fifth. To simplify the compatatitm, a fcnnola ms devised. It is given
as Section 17 of the Instnsnent and its use is shown below.
yinding the Final Bating
77 tV. Piail Sating (100)
JL. Total number of i^oints made in I x HO • gO3ti4O«320O
B, Total rrui-abar of points m^d.e in II x UO * 75^^*0=5000
C. Total number of points made la III x 20 = 75x20*1500
Totel points 7700
Divided by 100 77
Final Hating 77
I(-
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How can the evaluation be made objective? Objectivity in achieved by
lessening the action of personal bias upon an evaluation; that Is, in
this Instance, by decreasing the effect of personal oplnlwi upon the
rating of the teaching-learning situation. Bow a standardized test Is
held to be valid and reliable to the degree that subjectivity of opinion
in marking the pupil* s work is eliminated. Such a test has instructions /
so simple and explicit that the difference in results, ^en the test is
administered by different individuals, is negative; such a teat will give
the same results If repeated in the same situation and under the se^e
conditions.
Xhe rating of the teachlng-laarning act is so fraught with the
personal element that objectivity is not as easily nxaintained as in the
m«asuranent of factual knowled|;e or the attainment of a given skill. In
fact, personal opinion is so active in evaluating a student's teachizig
that the problem can only be settled relatively; that is, the instrument
of evaluation may possibly be made more objective and, therefore, more
reliable. Vb» use of questions to define terms tends to do just this,
for they stimulate thought, direct its progress into certain areas and
restrict Its boundaries. In this way questions clarify the Implications ^
of the terms and make them %ean more nearly the same thing to all men."
Of course, it must be admitted that to answer these questions requires
^od^ent - aided by such objective evidence as is amilable. In other
words. It is judgment that must be relied upon for the final rating but
the use of questions does give sane degree of objectivity.
rr
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•Acu»|lonaI Ihsf»jfta9t4r> ee!«n« ixtto nopals r um, Oq ibe lti0ftofta»t«fr« ftr«
the t«i$««»tur« of the «^oc»I eiiitl\mi»d. StUls ia»MMi Of
the mut«ne«X dfttK lAiieh* br » ^e»«n &mi^l«d. t% ma AMiidtd t« this
f«m for «iBK:<«trliific[ the d&tA of this Intttnunoni. ^i^ofor*, four
thensooMiort «tz*e oonotrttBtad In the flrat of tUo iuotniEneiit <- one
for ocLoh of tho throe oftt^^rtfts and for tiiit fIn&X da^ry. ^lio
fives 1b ccsvenisi^tt ofiopaot fort) tliO su:a of e^wja oato^r; »iid
•faov» qaickljr t^ie aorofto of otrwistbo a»d ««iCita»t«o» of Ui« ato^Xeat
Itftebey. ^OKp&rltoro chu3 bo xoitdo If de«lred; t^t id, & ^7«io?<»®t(^
ihioh ro^lsterB » tes^xsra-toro o^moietoatljr '^Ifn^ for a elftsn of fitudUmt
teacimr* eife)^ rofleet «t V90»l3ioti» in tho coXXoiio our^-isulwil If aomiistoatly
"bi^*** it aaa> ^lut to ^rot- of oxsolletioo.
9hs Tourtii tlvnnCiUttor ii^!&ri£«s the eatiro ox&lu^&icti % ^vii^
fln»X fittl!>^?: of thfe f<1aififi6t*fi oork, Xta /?r<s*t98t gugrpose, iit>ts©Tcr»
is to a «ti«uiii(mt %>m^i>»v^% rel&tlv® pi^'ic^.i<iut otaox^ oXa^^"-
St wooXd l)e u^ithar deilv&b'i^ ncr f$-lr to teido ^s^ott rigi4 itn^rXoAX
wI»ot aw wouXd aruoii «mXtPti<m be oootjl»t««t with »jpo»otit*eay ewXuatlon
itoiob »tl«npt« to aei^nt axid dir«etio» oi £;rowti4* Xi& otl^r
sordf, tills flB^X r%U»e lo » reX«itii;Ni artesore of >t«ti&mt ymt^\x% iwv^.
1/ A Ifanual to Accompany the 1940 Edition of Eraluative Criteria and
"~ Eduoational Temperatures Cooperative Study of Secondary School
Standards (1940 Edition),jip. 85-87; 94-155;
c
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Do»» the new Inatrument tatlgfy the principles set forth earlier In
this chapter? Thus it may be seen ths-t the Initial Instrument thas
created is comprehensive In scope. It describes the major phases of
the teachlng-lea.mlng situation and employs those items which occurred
most frequently in the rating scales of the sarapllng;^ ^e method of
scoring makes for fltStlbillty because it permits the evaludtor to use
all, some, or none of the definite questions under each item, (tangible
and intangible outcomes are measured in practically every section of the
instrument. For instance, Section III, A, asks for the evaluation of
the classroom's atmosphere, a purely personal "feel" of the environment;
and it also asks for Jud^ent of that more tangible matter, the arrange-
ment of fTimittire and its ad,iuBtment to pupils, Reco/]?xltion la given to
the Importance of the fall development of the learner himself throughout
the instrument; especially is this true in Section II, !S, 7, and 0. The
arrangement of the Instrument is based on general items - the three
categories; and on specific items - the divisions developed luider each
category. Interrelationships between items is Illustrated in the
•valuation of "neatness." Section I, A, refers to the teacher being
"well groomed" and Section III questions the orderliness of her desk "withlai
and without." Bie two principles- extensive, yet brief, and measuronent
of growth - cannot be answered by eiamlnatlon of the Instrument. Only
repeated use iiill show the degree that the Instrument satisfies tt^ieae
principles.
c
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ywfct of tnltlftl TnBlrttmOTt . Onot th« tnatrom^nt hat \>Mm 0k«ok»A wl^
the b*«lo principles, tht ii«obftnte«l or£%«l«atloo >it the tnetrimftat
b«oaaM the next probXau. Kft^^^ctvoioi^ti^a of the aHe^llvi^ ^rtf^ no foni
vhlch quit* Mttisfied the writer « 3«s^r$h In ti\ili»r fields of neanurement
revealed t»o criteria that bxd noeelbllltiea - zba '^ulmtivm CrlteriA**
referred to earlier oa p,59, amA tbe Sranar •*C2»iterla for Emltiit.tla(S
Coarse of Study v^terieli*** A eoisMoatltti of faetaree from tiaeee tve
fern* iKTOim^t forth ttie Initial Zaetntti<»ni#. Ttm tnutxvmtnt rec^ulsee
the fbot that the teechia^; - iU&raiog act ie too complex a ttltuAtlon
to be evdi^ ted »iil&raotorlly io toxme ox' a eiii^lt 8«tktbesis>tical score.
BeiNrr»r» it does itteiapt to viev tiio aet in its dlft erect pliaeoe* iio note
and evelmte the ezis^in^r Interrelatianahlps* and finaXlj^ to asseaible the
Aala Into a x^Akole*" fhd qikustlent under e&ch Item attempt to nak» elear
the relative si^^nifioasae of tikO itesftft aod to isive a h^sls for tp^^tfeblve
jiaA^Susnl^ ^s ifoali^tivt^ JuA^uent* trauslatad Into i«nr^»«d[^Wr(»s. la
ireserttv'd in oonolse ^:ovci on ttiO yudrtuontdter^s* The concrete deal|^^tlc«
«t Mores for the sovexKl itena w&kmo simple aeatiut&tltt) of a
oAtheoatleal total for eaoli oat^^.or}', ^ fourth theriKOeiieiej^ ^ives *
eof^^oeite jdeture of tlie emlui^ tloii,
9rltl^^ ^jl^at of Ute trlttl^I IligAmneai^ fhe taltljal tnstroraent at
^ leUt,ir«o. Uo. oit.
^ Braiiar»E«rbert B.,**ant«ri» for INRlnattng 6our«e of Study Materials'^,
Kett Torki Buygcm of i^tbXic«jttit>ns»1?eaoh^ys ©eUege.CoXwjibla lTnlv«r«lty,
X937.
'
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finally con8traot»d appears In the Appendix, pp, 14-18, To ascertain its
worth, it seemed Tiise to subait it in miraeograTdjed form to teTeral
oompetent peryono for critical review. In thia way it n%z hoped to
attain sooe idea of the worth of the inetmrnent before aotmlly te?>tlng
its use.
Selection of Jucig;e9 . In order to secure a variety of sa^^stione, the
aseietance of a representa-tive ^rovip of educators ti&s solicited. Some
of those selected are directly engaged in the field of teacher education
while others are in active proieasional service, 'ila-ole VI ^jiTes the
jwofessioaal pLe-cemont of the Jiad^es. It can he seen fjrom Ife-hle VI that
the judges ere a representative grou^. i'neir diversity of contact with
pre-service and in-service teaching might well ho expected to yield
suggestions, "both extensive and compreneasire in scooe.
D?ahle VI. Positions held hy the Judges
yield of Service
.
...
. • • • f
Kumher
Ttachnrib College fresidfcfit 1
Teachers College rrofessors 2
Pirector of 'jJrainln^ 1
Sivat. of Schools City 2
Supt. of Schools Town •• JL
Supervisor of Elem, Schools 2
Prin. of Bl«a. School 1
Critics off-campaa schools 6
Critics On eampas schools - ^
!i?otal - 21
Soliciting their Aid , ^ery one of the padres approached readily
re8i)onded. fo sane of them the rnatftrial ttae sent bj^ nf ilj the letter
accaapaaying the Instr-ument simply stated its rairpose and reqiiested
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assietance In lt» evalitfition. Purpoaelj', no "sheet of directions" or
"guide for interpretation" vjqs included, for it ma hoped to detenulne
In how far the Initial Initrument ms self-explanatory.
The other Judges were interviewed personally by the writer. This
gave opportunity to discuss the pros and cons of rating seales in general
and to determine the strengths and weaknesses of this Instrument. From
Isoth che written and verbal returns, helpful data were accusiulated.
Evaluating the Returns . The returns from the ^d^es were such an
enchoate mass that they proved difficult to organize into usable forci.
Perhaps the simplest nay to present the data is to consider each section
separately, to state the most notable reactions made by the judges, and
finally to indicate what, if any, changes should be made in the
Instrument,
"Directions for Use of Criteria" were criticised by two of the
tiMHiity'*one judges. One begged for more careful definition of each step
to be made in the evaliiatlon and su^*ested some revisions for the section.
In direct contrast, another jucl^e reported, "Directions are clear and
concise," The section las not changed.
"The Teacher Herself" as a section received many noteworthy
criticisms, THierever five or more judges called attention to an item,
or t© any of its parts, their eugs;estion8 were given careful consideration
and changes made. For instance, five suggested combining Ko. 2 and No, 3
under »B, Health"; its questions were revised to read, TDoes she display
rr
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physical reserye for the emergenclaB vhloh arise? Eleven reoommended
the emission of j^o. 3 under "C. Voice", since it repeated data of
another question. Uhe queBtion» "Does slae use her vocal or^ns
effectively? ** nas eliminated. There were eight such changes made, as may
be seen in the Eevieed Instrument on ^.19-*23 , of the Appendix.
If fewer th&n live Judges were critical of an item or question, no
revision ms effected. One case in poiut was the vu^estion from two
persons that "Initiative" he rated 20 and "Appearance" or "Health" be
rated I5. The values in the Revised Instrument remain as in the original,
"The Picture of Good Teaching" was acceptable in scope but the
wording was criticised in several areas. There were in all twenty-four
changes made in the section. Item D/'Ability to c^^estion", was revised
to r^d, "Ability to Qjaestion and Provoke Orderly Thinking." The
questions in the item were reconstructed to make their form consistent
with the rest of the Instrument. Item F las similarly rewritten.
Greater clarity was attained In several separate questions by minor
revisions in phrasing or in choice of vocabulary. The Revised Instrument
on pp.19-23 , of the Appendix notes these changes,
"The Place of Gtood Teaching" received the least criticism; perlmps
because tixe items are hot so aijpealing as those in the other two sections;
perluiips because the items are considered least important by many
educators, Hodtem In this category was criticized by more than three
c
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^dges. Howeyer, tu^estions to combine two questiona in both Item A and
Item C were carried out. One qoBstion in Item B was divided and two
qaestions were foznula ted in its pl&ce. Nine changes were made in the
entire section, none of which is notable.
•The Final Eating" received little adverse conment. Two of the
Judges questioned the giving of 100 points to the third category, but they
had llfclled to note that the foromla for finding the final rating took care
of this seeming over-weighting. The plan for weighting the itftms and the
method of plotting the thermometers was most enthusiastioally commended by
sevexal of the Judges.
Some notations indicate tlmt in the opinion of these Judges the
lastrument has pranise as a means of evaluating the efforts of student
teachers. Oomnendations like the followi|jg were made by the Judges:
1. The Instrument is "inclusive"; "clear**} "comprehensive"
yet not too long"; "comprehensive view of the whole."
2. The Instrument will have "great v&lue for a quick
glance"; "gives at a glance strengths and weaknesses."
3. The vocabulary is "well chosen"; "vital"; "concise,"
k. The Instrument "has great possibilities for self
evalijation"; "gives basis for building standards";
"gives an excellent picture of good teaching, of
& good teaclier, and of a good place for teaching."
5. The items and questions are "tangible"; "definite";
"complete,"
6. The reaction of staidents "should be satisfied with
such an instrument"; "fairer"; "saner."
7. C>ne superintendent, "To me it would be a great help
in the selection of teachers."
1L
Although these signs of approval are heartening, it must not he
forgotten that the returns are hased on subjective jud€»Q«nt. Since the
greater the number of individua-ls making the Judgoents the smaller will
\m the influence of bias, it would have been better to liave had more
Judges. Yet, because of their varied experiences and training, it seems
Mtfe to assume tlmt these responses from twenty-one Judges are represen-
tative.
yevtsing the Instrument. The critical jud^ent of twenty-one educators
set forth in the foregoing is qualitative rather than quantitative data.
To make use of such information is difficult, because personal opinion
plays so great a part In the returns and In their u»«. However,
criticims and s\2gt>'eB^lo^3 were considered in the light of the principles
discussed earlier Is this chapter, ^erever it was possible to hold to
the basic ideals and yet employ the sugfjestions made by the Judges, the
Instrument was revised or modified. There las little criticism wade of
the general scheme - and «6 the format ren^ined unchanged and the
plotting of thermometers was retained.
The greatest criticism wts made of the implications of certain
questions, their placement and pbrasing. Therefore, revision y&B made
tn this area - several (joestions were omitted, sane were reconstructed,
others were added, and still others were combined. The Revised
Instnment, in its final form, appears in the Appendix, on pp.19-23.
It was this form tiat was mimeograpncd and made ready for testing the
r
usefulness of the Instrument.
EXPKRiMMTIlffO WITH R33VISED IFSTRDKOTT
Selecting the Cooperating Schools . The next step was to teat the
usefulness of the revised form in several typical teacher-education
situations. It nas thought wise to solicit the interest and help of a
diversified group of schools, if possihle. Therefore, letters like the
one in the Appendix, p. 24, were sent to enlist the assistance of five
institutions, somewhat separated geographically and differing in student
personnel. Tahle 711 shows these differences. The response was most
gratifying and the experiment was soon underway.
Tatle VII. Institutions Experimenting with the Instrument
Identification Type Loce-tlon
Caee One State Teachers College New Sngland
Case Two State T«<^chers College
Case Three Statf Teachers College "Sew England
Case Tour State Teachers College New England
•Case Five Private Teachers College South
•Returns too late for inclusion in this section
Planning the Eacperiment
. The purposes of the experiment were to test tne
general usefulness of the Instrument and to determine. If possible, the
measure of its ohjectivity. To this end, it ^-s decided that (1) the
Instrument should "be used by the same group of critics to measure two
(
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dlfforent studeubsi (2) that is should bo used in oozijunotion vlth
the form authorised by tho institutioni (3) that Student One 109
evaluated first by the institutiou'a omx rating scale azid than
by the Inatrunenti (4) that Student be evaluated first by
the Instruoent and then by the in«tltutiQai*8 cm scale*
The Revised Instnaaont vnut Bimeosraphod and made ready for
difftribution* A sheet of directions for the Director of Training
was formulated* It appears in its entirety in the Appendix*
pp. 25^6* Ths mterial wm sent via imeriean Bai3Miy Baqpresa
to the five institutions vrho had promised to test the usefulness
of the Instrument*
Qossimjtsuas oa? juisjl
Ocnpiliag the Data* The data viwre returadd from the soTsral
eooperating schools hvA it proved difficult to ocoqpile these
data statistically* The items under each oategoxy had been rated
separately* Seaaae of the evaluators had giv^ oaeh question a
BUBsrloal value and then totaled the itsnsssaae Imd given only
the itstt itself a numerioal vali»* Muny itms had not been evaluated*
probably because at the tins of iA» rating the faetor ms not
involved or the condition ms not applicable* Therefore»in an
effort to groxzp the data for analysis»the materials mre handled
in this aasansrt
1* The rstums frosi eacdi institution vrere oocipiled separately*
2* Evaluations of separate itsats ^aere totaled and tabulated
under their res|>estiv9 ^atsgsriss*
3* Blanks tmre left for itsai not rated*
4* Totals imr« ecnputsd for sash oategory*
2(
5. These totalu ware used to make the fiaal rating.
6. IJacii evalu^ttoA' <Nb.& given a letter to be used in identifyln;;
hia i'c~tiii^', sxxfch £.s i.» B, etc,
7. Tiie fcOi'k jl iitudtiuw Ouc v^as 'tabulated imder the hes-dlug
lA, XK, etc.
S. ilie work of Student Two wis then tabulated under tiie
UM^cLir^ Jk, ^tc.
3. A of ittsass uuder each category ^9 selected
lor comparison; and the two ratings, th&t raadn ly
this Ino ii'iUiicnt and ;hL\t RL;.de b^- t.ie scEile in regulT.r
use at tlie institution, were grouped together to ra&fce
comparisoa pou&ible.
Analyaig of i^tf, frc^. Qpe . Table VIII, •'Data fraa Case One giving
v.ipplufition? n^-de by Crltlca usirg tiae Instrument,'* ^-ives a suianisry of
tne i-a. tlUti Tor oooa jStudsjnt One and Student T*o. 3-valuators B, E, and
X did not rate St^went Hfm, Ev&luator S is the Director of Trp.iniiig
and sfte aay* because cf her exT>erience, be expected to gire 3. mere
objective rating than bhe other evalu/ators rho are critics,
The evaluation of "The Place of Qood Teaching" Is ezcesdin^ly
sketchy. Bo doubt the critics for the most pert were measaiing the
rork- of students in the olasaroomfi of the critics themselves or these
ef their colleagues,
fable lA. "bamplin^a fro-ai '^rlle VIII and AtiditlODS-l l>t.tt. from
Itatinifs using Institution's own Scalo," gives the cwnparstlve dati?- of
certain samplings: "Appearance", "Voice", "Initiative", etc. Tt.e first
lire fives the rating ras.de by U£i%, the iDstinment, Ihe oecond line
gives the ratings aiade, using the scale of the institution.
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Tabi* IX, Samplings from Teible VIII
and Additional Data from
Bating! using Institution's ovrn Scale.
[ten
u IB ic ID IE IP
*
IG 2A. 2^ 2C 2D 2E 2F
*
2G
Appearance ?o 18 20 20 1-7 1^ 18 1^ 10 18
Own Scale a V(? ya G S G G V(^ VG
Voice 10 10 If? 10 10 10 11 10 10 12
Oun Scale F a VG F y G F P VG VG
Initiative 15 15 10 12 10 5 12
Own Scale 0 vo a va G VG G G s S
Sn^slish 1^ I'? 1? 1^ 1^ 8 Ih 10 15
Oim Scale Q a a vo G (f S G vo
Control 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10
Own Scale T 0 a vo V(^ s G G VG s
.
The ltem» "Voice" is evaluated with a range from 10 to I3 in a
possible 13 points, and from F to G in the letter scale; 3 evaluators gave
10 points, yet rated it F or G; 1 evaluator gave the highest nraiber of
points, 13, and yet marked it V.G., not S, as might have been expected.
The Item. »«Initlative", also ranges from 10 to I5 points, but on
the letter scale the range is from G to V.O. Strangely, two evaluators
^ve G rating on their own scale but Indicate that their observation did
not make possible a point rating on the Instrument; three gave the greatest
possible points, yet rated it only V.G,
These illustrations Indicate that the evaluators do not agree
with each other; nor do they agree with themselves in the rating of
the same student on the saae observation when using a different means
to measure.
Some Inferences from Case One . By inspection in Table VIII it may be
seen tiis.t there is some degree of consistency in the rating. For instance,
3 evaluators marked "Appearance" 15; 2 marked it 18; and 2 marked it 20.
€r
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let the rauge la from I5 ( thpe«-fourthB of tha assigned TaXue) to 20
(the full assigned value). Itie most conBlatent rating is ne-de of
"Control", ishcre 5 Ija-ve 10 or the full assigned value aad 1 gp.ve 9 or
nine-tenths of the assigned value.
The total ratings for any category show wide spread and there Is
slight consistency in the values assigned any single area of the
•valuation. H&he IX makes posaihle a few ccanparisons. "Appearance"
ranges from l5-?0 in a possible 20 points, and from 0 to S in the letter
scale. The same evaluator rated Student One 20 "by use of the Instrument
and V. G. by the institution's 01m scale.
The data for Student Two arc definitely too sketclvy for analysis.
It is, therefore, impossible to compare whettier the use of the Instrument
or the Institution's own scale makes for more objective reisults in
measuring this student by these evaluators.
Analysis of Data frcan Case Two . The date- were tabulated as in Case One,
and Table X, page 73, gives the imrierlcal rating made by the critics,
A blank indicates that no rating we.s made for that particular item. The
ratings in Column 10* and 20* were made by the Director of Training; all
other ratings were made by critic teachers.
The observation preceding the rating Tsas made at different times;
Aad 00 critics did not rate all the it^its, simply because all items were
not in e^Tidence at the time of their observation. In this Institution,
several student teachers are assigned particixation work In the same
classroom. Therefore, a group of students is jointly responsible for the
"Place of (Jood Teaching", and this no doubt affects the rating for good
©r 111.
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Some Inferences from Cage Tiro . The data In Table XI are Inconsistent,
whether conparlBonc are made separately as Items or collectively a«
categories. For inetfmce, in rating "Health" of Student One, nunerlcal
•alues raugt from 7 to 20 with SO, or the hicijheet possible nmher of
points, heing given by k evaluators. In rating "Voice" of Student Two,
the range is from 3 to ^5 ^^h, I5, the highest possible vnlue, being
given by 3 evaluators.
The totals assigned a oate^-ory are eqtially varied, *"She Picture"
of Good Teaching" les rated from to 90; and 72 was the average number
of points.
The greatest area of consigtency is in the third category, "The
Place of Good Teaching." Here, although the range is from 57 to 100,
the average is 90 ^'^^ ^ are perfect or near perfect score. The reason
for this Eaey be that the student being rated is not alone responsible
for the oare of the classroom.
Analysis of Data from Case Three . The data, rmre tabulated as in the two
preceding Ciises. Blanks indicate items not rated, probably because they
were not applicable at the time of the observation. In this institution,
9 evaluators eii^fe-i^ed in the experiment, a-ll of them serving in the
capacity of critic teachers.
ftible XII, on the following pages, gives the statistical facts
resulting from the use of the inetrunsent for rating Student One and
Student Two, Table XIII, p.79 , compares the use of the Instrument and
the rating scale now in current use in this particular institution.

T8.\3l9 XI. Samplings frm Table X
and Add! tlanal Data from
Batings using Institution's om 3oale.
Item
IH 11 IK lli IM
*
i5 21 a.! 2^ 20
& ri-Tk T*n n o i.O Xo cv 1
2
Jlo on J:^ -12 0 lU
Own ScS'Ig S 3 A A A A A A A 0 Mr- jSL.. A c
Eeaitn
,^ 30 7 15 ?P .SP, IS 15 13 15 14 20 20
0vn Scd.1a A X> A A i A A A
Cooperation
.IS IJ 10
^ r*
15 5 IM- 14 5 2 15
Ovn Scale 3 A • A A P A B A
Capacity for
Orowth I'? 12 1*? 15 13 10 iv 1^
Own Soale ii B 3 A A A A B A B > A
Dnfilish 15 15 1^ lU 15 10 15 l"? 1^ ill lU 12 1? 11 I'} 10
Om. Scale B C B B A B A B A B C E C A B
Control 10 7 s 8 10 10 8 6 7 5 s 10 8
9m Spale A A A A A B B B c C 'J B 3
Classroom 111 ^5 'jO 50 jO 3« 28
Oim Scale c A A A A A B c c p 5 B
J
In Table XI the rating for Student One show more consistettcy In the
letter 'values assigned than in the numerical mlues. A and B values
predanlnate and these usually translate into SO or more percentage vs-lue
•qaimlents. In the item •'Eealth", one ewluator gsve the luting J. It
may "be seen that this 7 out of 20 possible points gives a percentage
equiTOlent of 35. Yet, the item is given & letter value of B, Age in,
the item, Ctrntrol", ranges from 3 *o 1^1 yet it Is predominately
accorded the letter value A, and only one C rating appears. These
illustrations are extreme comparisons. Inspection shows other
discrepancies but none so startling as those noted.
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Soma Infermc^a from Case Three . As stated in the previous Cases, great
discrepancies show in the data. Items in T^ble XII viewed separately
give a Fide spread. For Instance, "Initiative" for Student Two ranges
from 9 to 15; OJily one evaluator, however, gave each of the extremes of
the range. In "Capacity for arowtii" for Student Two, the range is from
5 to 14, with three evalx:iators giving the lower extreme and two giving
the upper extreme. "Control" for Student One ranges from 3 to 10, with
four evalufttors asgigning the value 8.
Table XIII, on the following xeges, illustrates the same lack of
agreement as did ISahle IX. For instance, the rating for "Voice" for
Student One ranges from g to 15 with the Instrument and from 2 to U with
the institution's own scale. Evalvjator P rated "Voice" 15, the highest
possible score; and at the same time ge.ve the item only 3t in * measure
of 1 to U, The same ©valuator, rating the same itftn, "Voice", ^ve
Student Two 13 of the I5 points, and U, the highest possible rating of
the raeastrr© 1 to U. Another illustratiwi of disagreement with self is
In "Capacity for Grorth"; e^aluator S gave Student Two the rating 5
the 15 points, and k, the highest possible rating in the institution's
own scale.
It may be readily seen that here again little consistency is
found in the evaluation of any one item or category. The degree of
objectivity cannot be detenrdned from the d^ta, for evaluators disagree
with each other in rating the same item and disagree with themselves in
rating the same student and using different criteria.
rc
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l?able XIII. 3amplin;^-fl from 15a ule XII
and Additional B*ta from iif tiUf^s using
Inr;tltat:'.on' a o'An Scale..
Item
—.
Is Is It 1 «-T J/?
1 -c1 ">
iw IX 2P 2R ?s 2T _2V
.£y . — Aw' jL'J xO CI
'
X 5
Qm. Scale 3 3 9 3 u ) 3 \ 3 3iirfi 1
O IP 1 p XX XX 1 pxc Xw
.±2 10XV 1 O 12
Own So&le 2 2 3 3 4
Growth 1^ n 1^) 14 5 12 lit
Oto Scale k 1{ 3
12 11 11 10 lU IK 12 12 I'?
Own Scele n 3 i
Inr* Ivld-oale 1^ 10 10 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 s 11 13 IX
(^nn 3cc.lc 7 k \
Wiiipu'ials 20 4fimi S,<5aie 2 *1 1 „3l %;
Aaftlysis of Data frcpi O.pe ycj-r . Dut- to ad'ainistrsvtivu coaditiOiiR, the
use ol the Instrment in this collsge did not conform to the directions.
Two ffu.pervi^ojra of attideat teachintj oTs served the teaching of fourteen
different studenise. The rfe^tiiit^-s vjero ia£-de iiidependentl;' and the
resultiiig da tit are shomi in Js-ole HV, on the foiloirini^ iJages. 'iJhe
sapf^rHtorg are ^iveti tbs Identification lettars '»X» and tii«
students are nura-oered 1 - 1^^. To read ths Table, Supervicor X ^avo
Student One tha folloring ratings • ^ilppeanace*', 12; 'Health", 18;
•^oice^', 12; "Initiative", 10; •^Coopfcra^ion", 7; and "Oapscity for Growth",
7. S^aperviaor Z ra*;dd the mill's student as follomi - lA-piiearauce". 6;
«:iaalth", 113; "7oice»', 7; "liaifciative*', 5; "Coo^erfitiOTi". 5; and
MOapaoitjT for Srovrtr.", 3. GoL'ipfarison of tJ^ase itms ri;';{3al3 'she sajae
inconsisttincy whicn seans to "be oiiarfeoteri»tic of ovaiii»»iiioas m&dd hy
critic tochers.
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A comparison of the ratings for any other fstudent la quite similar.
However, a composite picture, 3i\ch as thot in t^able XV, ic qalte
revealing. Prora Table XV, it r^y "be seen that of tne lU student teachers
rated on •JlTJoearance**, the tiro aunervisors gave 2 Mentical numerical
wlues and were In approximftte agreement In 11 other evsliiatlons.
Tahle XV. Data frttn Case Four, comp&.riu£:
Evaluations niade hy "Supervisor *»A"
and •b'upervif?or V
.
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In section one, "^Sftie Ceach^r Herself", there was little diaagi^eement,
and in section two, "She Picture of Good Teaching", there saa practically
no disagreement. Section three, •The Place cf Good fcaching", presents
a different picture, 'KiiB may "be due to the fact that the classrooms
where the teaching was done were the homerooms of the critics, fhis
Influenced one supervisor's rating, for she recorded only those items
for which the student could possibly bt held accountable, fbe other
supervisor's ratin^^ emluated the room without considering under nAiose
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direction It b»d been ari^nged or cared for.
Some Inferences from Cage Four , Prwn these data, it may "be inferred that
Judgments made by ekilled observers tend to be in af^eement. Eepeclally
Is this true In Items that are bo clearly defined that they tend to hatr«
the same implications for all evaluators. However, discrepancies in
rating do apt»ear, and the greatest differences are in the i-atin^ of items
ibiich are based upon personal likes and di6iil£B3.
aenere.! Inferences i'rom ^oerimfeutul Uue at Insbiiyaeg
,
'^
,,.
It is a
recognized fact bmi; data :aiust be uoUt great in qu&ntity and hit,h in
q^lity if conclusions are to be significant, iiithoogh &ue cases
described in the fox-egoiui; arc far too brief and too alcetciyr for
satisfactory results, these facta loay be inferred from the dat?i -
1. tfefire is a wide spread in the numerical values
assigned any one item by the aever^l eTaluators,
2. There is a wide spread in tlie nuojeric^.l values
assigned any one category by the several svaluators,
3. a.ere ie little or no consistency in the valuer
assigned fdien using the Instrument or thid Iiisbitution's
ovn Scale.
k, Ihe greatest consistency is found in ca-tegory 3, ^The
Place of Teaching". Tiiz nay be iue to the fact
that the classrooma are the bomerooaa of either the
©valuators then.selves or of their col?,a&gac8.
5. There is little or no consistency in the final
evaluations laade of any student's work in the classrocan.
r
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6. TfbrtbiBr the ]^trunient ms vm^A before or ad^ber
•Uw in8tltutl(m*8 ofm soalo does not appear to
barm had tuay offoot upon the ratiiags*
7* Cosnparlsone show quite ooziolusively that when
rating the same atxidexTb^for the same period
of observation^and vdth the sane XBstruDsezxt^
e-valuators do sot a£pree with each other*
8« Con$>arisoziB also shoor qjtdte ooBolusiTBly that
lAen rating the saine studezrb^for the •aaie period oif
ebeerratiosi^but vdth different IzustruDsejate,
eraluatore do not agree urith thasAel'vee*
STM^T OF TBB CHAPTER
Creating the Hott lairbruaeMt * Tbo literature re^valed no iastruoent
nAiioh eould olaim any great degree of objectirity. The survvy
study of ratiiag scales in ourrent use ga^e little e-videnee that
any of tliose in the randcsn. sasaplisg 'vere either mild or reliable*
The question -ediioh pres«ated Itself ikub# ^Can a "BBfvr Instnsaezrb be
created ^.-hloh -nil! meafixire Kdiat It purports to sjeastire and -which
id.ll to a large degree give the same returns to all -vdio eTaluate
therebyt" V
The prlneiples set domi in the^'Biraluatife CrlterlA*^ viosm
used as a basis in do-velopsient of the Instnanont* The analysis of
the rating seales suggested the items to be used end the asscBsibled
data @ai« statlstleal basis for their moasrleal yaluss* Items of
gv«atesi freqiueiiBy were grouped Into three eategeries - "The Teaeher
Herself", "The Picture of Good Teaching**, and"5aie Plaee of Good Teaching*"
Related itemc tvcarc allocated beneath their respectlire categories and
1/ A liBaual to ieeofflpany the 1940 Edition dt Bmkluati've Criteria and
Educational xeB^raturss,Cocperatl-ro Study and Secondary School
Standards(1940 Edition)* ^
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tb«M were defined by questions built from descriptive phrases and
qualifying adjectives selected from the random a».raplin^'.
The fonrpt of the InttruEent uao infl-aenced by the "Svs lus. tive
Criteria^, l^ftaiierlcal data, re^j-iting from the evaluatSon of the three
categories, were converted to "teupere turea" and tJie firisl score
transferred to three tacrjiometer)? s-pi^arln,!* on the Jfece of the Instrument.
The fourth them ojr.eter gave the final rating, it^^ *'teraperatiire'' belns
computed by formula.
Critioai Bval^atlon nwd Bevislon
. The Initial Instirument, fir*£.lly
constructed, tiae ocnt to trreTity-ono lo^petsnt Judges for critical
evaluation. Theas jud(;es wwa a rfrpreaentative c^ouo of educators,
people t»ho h&ve /^ad a rrido vr-rioty of ej^poritmce with pre-<?fi!rYicfe and
with in-service teaching. Their erfltlciscts 'fere used In revisin? the
Instrument; thfeir exprosced ap«:roval wa-a l"j9,rteniae;,
S:cperi!r.enting witt the Ingtraflip'nt . The Uevised Instmment isas sent in
mimeographed ::orm to five sc2:ools who had consented to experiment with
the lustruaieat. Clic directionf required that the Instrument be used by
several critics to meatnire the work of two student teachers. !I?ae
eval\::^tlon of Student Cue to be made by using Institution's own
Scale ai.d then the In^.trtanont; the evaluation of Student Two was to be
made by uaiag the Inatnonent and then tixe Xnatitution' a omi Scale,
}/ A mxml to MoaB^paxiy tJie 1940 Edition of Btaluati-pro Criteria and
Eduoatioaal Te5B|>0ratiares,Coop©ratiy© Study and Sooondary Sehool
Staadarda (1940 Edltioa)/pp/
'
U
'
S > BV;
'
rr
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IJhen the In?tnnnent from four of the cooperating schoolB had been
returned, the data nere organised and evaluated. VDaether reviewed
separately or colleetively, the results are most incon&letent. The
data are too hrief and too sketchy for conclusive proof, ^he first and
second c^^tegories show only slight consistency in the ratings, hat the
third category, "The Place of Good Teaching", §:lves a more satisfactory
picture. Cocqje'.risons show ev&luators neither agree with thmselves nor
with each other. From this brief experimenting Tdth the Instrument,
there is nothing to indicate it to be more objective tl^n other scales
In current use.
c
smaiiiBT m) ccarcLosiONS
Purpose of the Study , fhe porpoae of thie atudy i»8 to build an
inatmment vhereby the work of student teaching oould "be more
objectively rated. The desire to eliminate personal bias and the
need for sincere e-valuation grow increasingly imperative in a world
seeking scientific measurements for all its activities. A problem
confronting critic teachers has long been, "Hov can this student's
teaching be rated with the least possible influence of the personal
elonent? "
She uses made of ratings are several - (1) basis for studant
oritie conferences; (2) directive forces for self-improvement;
(3) records for college files; (U) means for measuring work of
college staff; (3) sources for recc»iinendatlon for future employer;
and (6) basis for state oertlfloation. Since evaluation of stud^t
teaching serves so many purposes, it becomes necessary for the
instroaent of measurement to be made both valid and reliable.
Attacking the Problftn . The study resolved itself into two major
problems - (1) the creation of a more objective instroment for the
evaliaatlon of student teaching; and (2) the experimental use of the
instrument to discover the degree of its objectivity.
cI
I
8.8
Before attempting to attack either pro'blem, a oarefu.1 emmination
«at made of the literature. 0!he measurement movement with its stress
en scientific procedure and its insistence on objeetivitjr has
dereloped rapidly in the last two decades. Besearoh revealed that
there has heen some interest shown in the field of rating student
teaching. Several investigators have made survey studies; others
have attempted to create new instruments. Yet there is little evidence
that snich progress has heen made in reducing the amount of subjectivity
irtien a student* s teaching perfonaance is being rated. There is need
for an instrument having increased validity and reliability. Then
c<»ax>etent Judges will be in greater accord when evaluating the work
of a sttuient teacher. There is need, also, that the instrument shall
be specific, simple,and px«ctioal. The literature disclosed no
satisfactory answer to these needs.
Bandom Sampling of Rating Scales . Since little or no definite help
was found in the literature, the next step was to examine curr^t
px^ctice. A randc&n sampling was made of r&ting scales now in use.
Bequests were sent to one teacher tralniz^ Institution in every state
in the Union. Useful data were received from 39 widely separated
schools.
The first tabulation was a simple alphabetical listing of
items. Then the items were re-organised under four headings -
r
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"Perlonal QioAllficatlons'*, "Professional ^llfloations'*, "OXassroom
Teohniqaes**, and "Method of Bating." Under "Personal ^lifioations"
were listed such Items as •^Lppearance", "Voice", "Health",
"Initiative", and "Poise." Under "Professional Qoalifications"
appeared "Breadth of Knowledge", "Ootmnand of ijngllsh", "Power to Srow"
and "Use of Criticism." Under "Classrooa Techniques" were listed
"Preparation of Sahject Matter", "Ability to Control", "Ability to
(^aestion", "Attention to Individual Differences", "Skill as a
Practitioner", and "Care of Eoutlne Matters," The "Methods of Hating"
were devious indeed » Letter values A to 2; Snmher values 1-6;
Check lists; Smnmary paragraphs; and the like.
In philosophy and structure the scales were extr^ely
diversified. To hring order out of chaos proved a stupendous taedc.
It was decided to disregard all irregularities in the time of rating
and to discount differences in the forms used at different stages in
the training period. Items found to he synonomous according to
Wehster were comhined. However, if there were even slight differences
in meaning. Items were retained.
Analysis of the Data frora the Saapliag . The final tahulation disclosed
eonfusien in purposes for the mting. tn their e^luation of student
teaching, schools emphasise one or another of these reasons - (l) to
have a i»tk for office files; (2) to determine the power of a student
to translate theory Into practice; (3) to Improve the student's
Ir
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teaohiss pawor through oonforoncei and (4) to guide solf-appraljj&l.
Purthor analysis showed no two ecalos to be identical* Socie
definod itoias to bo ohook©d|others ga^o descriptive phrases to
guide plaoeanent on a linear soale pothers woightod scoresii^ still
others asked for peo'agraph suimnary*
Praotioally all the rating scales ecsphasised inspection
rather than evaluation. They stressed subjective opinion rathor
than impersonal xaeasuronent* A few directed sosne attention toisard
objectivity by tho consideration of I'elativo placeaaent in a linear
scale yby clarification and restriction thro\igh descriptive phi*asos»
or by 'weighting scores* IIoiTOverjthere tsas little evidence that emy
of the instruments in the sas^ling wui definitely and specifically
directed toward objectivity*
Creating a Kct: Instriment* The next step in the procedure ms to
create and to experiment 'sdth a ne«r instruz3Gnt»onc tohichttdth
validity and reliabilily.might measure the student teacher's
contribution to the teaohing-leaming situation* Keeping in mind
the principles for evaluation sot down in the **Eval\iative Criteria"
•ad using the tabulaticou; froot the randon i^m^lizig of rating
seal«8»th0 data for the new instnsBsnt 'were assemSbled* It was
decided to group the data into three categories* The i-tcsos
for each of the categories were selected from the tabulated
The categories and each of -fcheir respective
e
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itens follow!
!• The Teacher Herself
A» Appearance
B. Health
C. Voice
D« Initiation
E# Cooperation
F* Capacity
II, The Picture of Good Teaching
A, Breadth of Knov/lodce
B, Ability to Select and
Organize Suhjoct Matter
C« Cosuaand of En(;lish
D. Ability to Question
E» Interest in Individuals
F, Skill in Ifeasuring
G, Ability to Control
III, The Place of Good Teaching
A. The Classroom
B, Tools and !(!aterials
C« Indications of an Aesthetic Ton©
Descriptive phrases and qualifjdng adjectives to define each
item v;ere used in question form. The use of questions tends to give
obJeotivity,bocGUse it directs and restricts judgment v^-hen making
an evaluation. The values assigned each item -were based on the
frequency tables made from the random sampling. Of course,frcHi the
very nattire of the data it was not possible to determine the
xnimerical values by absolute and rigid statistical courputation. It
was possible, hoTSDvor, to use the numerical placement of items in
the frquency tables as a significant basis.
Prom the "Evaluative Criteria" cane another su,_:^estion - the
ir
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ute of "tot^raturee" «ad "thenKsaetors"* On the first pag© of the
instnnaont «ere built four thormoiaotors^oja© for oach of the throe
categories and one for the fixial rating* The questions give relati'vv
signifioanoe to tlie itcoai and senre as a basis for qualitative
;]ud{^nt of the item. The values of the itens are totaled and tho
mm is translated into a maaerical value kno-cm as a "texi^rature."
V.ihen entered upon the thermometer»a graphic picture of the
evalmtion is presented*
After the Izdtial Znetxrunent had been constructed*
miaeographed copies were made and sent to tvjQn1^*one coc^etent
**;)udges" for er||t;ieitBm* These "judges" -csore a repros^tative group
of educators isho have had divoirsified eacperienoes -raith pre-servioe
and in-service teaching » Their oriticisEis,both constructive and
heartening««Qre used to revise tho Instrument*
Eayerimenting ijith the Benff Instnnaent* 'Bern it ms tiiae to solicit
the aid of critics and student teachers* Poiur Teachers Colleges
agreed to help in the eaqperixoent* The Revised Instruosntywith
directions«ms sent to e«kch cooperating school* The instructiona
•erore - (1) to use the Instruiaent in rating two students a (2) to
aoasure Student Ox^ first vdth the institution's own scale and then
«ith the InstrumentI (3) to measure Student Tvto first -edth the
Xnstrunent and then iriLth the institution's ami scale* Thus
it ms hoped to secure data useful in mldnc oocgparisons*
rr
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Th9 results of the experiment were disappointing. The data,
when taUilated, revealed a slight degree of oensistency in the rating
of very few items. For the most part, there «as a wide spread in
the rating given each item and each category. Eowever, some degree
of consistency nas found in category three, ''Hhe Place of Good
Teaching." H^iis may he explained by the fact ti^t stodents were
prohably teaching in the cilassroora c.f their critics and so were not
entirely responsible for the cars of etiuipcient and for the aesthetic
tone of the room.
Although the data were too sketchy and there were too few
cases for the returns to be oonclusive, this study indicates that:
1. There is wide spread in the numerical values
assigned any one item or cate,sory by the
evaluators,
2. Ihen rating the same student for the same period
of observation and with the saoe instrument,
evaluators dc not agree with each other.
3. tthen rating the same student for the same period
of observation, but with different instruments,
evaluators disagree v/itb their own perevious
ratings.
The Instrument waioh was created and used in
this experiment has no specific claim to
ob;}ectivity.
3. However, according to the expressed Judgment
of twenty-one competent educators, the
Instrument has merit and is a "distinct
contribution" to the field of teacher-training.
Implications for Purther Research . The purpose of this Atudy »s
rCI
to 'baild an instrament idiich would rate student teaching more
objeotiveljr. This purpose has /tot been achieved. HeTertheXess*
the Instrument created and used in this experiment has some merit -
1. It includes evalj^ition of the newer classroom
procedures, attitudes,appreciations and
under8 tevndings
.
2. It clarifies the terminology of teacher
education and so rnakes terms have the same
si^ificance for all who use it.
3* It uses the question to restrict and control
the jud^ent of the ewluator.
H. It weights the item and category hut does not
Y/ci&ht tae eepi^r^-te qpiestions, thu;? securing
relative mlue rather than exact numerical
value for the rating.
More extended use of the Instrument may prove that it is,
or that it G0-n be made, more objective. Further Investigpitioa
may well seek to determine:
1. Is this Instrument comprehensive In scope?
2. Is it extensive enough to be valid, and yet
brief enough to be practical?
3. Is it B- suitable basis for student - critic
conference?
U. Is it directive enough for self-apparalsal?
5. Can It measure the contribution made by the
college sfeaff to practiceteaching?
6. Can the Instrument be revised so as to give agreement
In evaluations made either when used by several
evaluators at one time, or Misn made by one evaluator
several times?
r
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Qomsm LIST or mcHKRs coiajsoss
n. UniT«r8ltjr of ikIa1)aQ*-0oll0£ft of Bdimtiim
University P,0.*i^2abBna
2. Arliona m Umivarsity of A.risom<-Colle£;a of Muoatien
Taoson, Arisona
3. Jkiteniat - Univsrsity of Jcrkansas-Collei^e of ISdusatlon
U.
lteyett«ville» '.rkanaas
California - UblTsrsity of Oaliforaia-Collaeo of S^dacatioa
Barkalay, California
OolorGido Adams State Teaohers Coll^a
Alamosa, Colorado
6. ConnMtlcut State Teaohars Colleffs
Hav Haven, Conneotiout
7. DelMitr* University of Dalasare^School of ?/£acation
HefStrk, Delasare
8. Florida university of Florida-Collate of ISdaeation
Florida
9. South Georgia Teachers Collee*
Statesboro, Georgia
10. Idaho State Homal School
Albion, Idaho
u. tlliaoia - Qliiversity of Chlcago-Dapartment of Muoation
C^icagOt Illinois
12. Indiana Ball Stc>te Teachers Oallaga
Mtoncie, Indi£i>na
13. Io«a «s loaa State Teaohers Golle^
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Kansas «» Kansas State Teaohers College
Baporia, Kansas
15. Kentucky Bastam Kentucky Btate Teachers College
BiehBMMid, Kentttcigr
16. IiOulslaiA Louisiana State Koraal School
(latohitoohes, Louisiana
17. lisiiis «» Maine St^te Moroial School
OorhiuBi, filaine
18. MaryUnd «» Stats Teachers Colloid
Salifthory* Ifaxylaiid
State Teachers Oelle^19. Itoftsaeliusetts «
Salen, Massachusetts
These aambers are used throughout the study instead of the name of
state or institution.
A
2^
20. Michigan Michigan State Noro^l College
Ypeilanti, Michigan
21. Minnesota Sta te Teachers College
Duluthp Minnesota
22. Uissiflsippl University of Mississippi-School of ltduC£>.tioa
23. Missouri northwest Missoarl State !I7eachers College
2U. Montana
lfc.ryvllle, Klissouri
*> Montana State Horoi&l School
Dillont MontaxA
25 > Nebraska Nebraska State Normal College
Chadron, Hehraska
26. Novada State Norznal School
Beno, Nemda
27* Kev Hampshire Hew Hampshire State Honnal School
Keene, Hew Hampshire
28. Sew Jersey New Jersey State Normal School
Jersey City, New Jersey
29. Hew York Hew Tork State College for Teacher
»
Altemy, Hew York
30. New Mexico University of New Mexico-College of Mucation
Albuquerque, Hew Fexlco
31. Horth Carolina Ashevllle IIorD^al and Teachers College
Asheville, North Carolina
32, Horth Dakota State Te&chers College
Minot, North Dakota
Vi. Ohio Ohio State University-College of Sducatioa
Columbus, Ohio
'^U. CklahoMi northeastern State Teachers College
l^hlequah, Oklaheoia
Oregon State College-School of Education
Corvallis, Oregon
36. Pennsylvania State Teachers College
California, Pennsylvania
37. Bhode Island Catholic Teachers ' Collie
Providence, Hhode Island
38. South Carolina University of South Carolina-School of Education
Columbia, Sotsth Carolina
39. South Dakota Eastern State Normal School
Via di son, ijouth Dakota
UO. Tennessee Sast Tenixessee State Teachers College
Johnson wity, [Dennessee
r(
3• Scutlriwtft ¥6x&a Stata faaehero Celltft
Sain r^reof, tmmn
- Uhivereity of U1»h*Sehool of K^^ucatloa
£}&lt L»k« Oity, at»h
«- Ulddlelwry Oollego<-Dopiiirta«nt of Mucfitlon
Vlr4;liila * StatMi IToachera ColIe$#
|fejnuviXle» Vii^^iaia
^. •» st&to Ifortn^l luchool
W«st Virginia * Oozxoordl State 7eaoher« College
Atbana. West Vlir^inla
WiaeoQftiBi «. state Ttachoro College
liea Qlftire, t'Jlsconsin
Wyoming • Utilireroity of ?;yoming«-School of Bdfcaeation
l^ooixig
cc
Letter Rec^estin^ Hating Scales
Bhode Island Coileg;o of Mucation
Providence, Rhode Island
May 13, 1941
Director of ttr&ctice Toaciiing,
State Teachers College,
Salis'bary, Kfatryland.
My dear Sir:
As part of my gradmte work at Boston University,
1 aia making a survey of rating scales used in teacher training
institutions. Will you please use the enclosed envelope to
send me scales and other materials used ty your critics for
evs-iuating effort of student teechers,
X sli&ll he very appreciative of your help.
Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) S.Slizabeth Campbell
rr
1. states Hespondlng with Scales
*1. Alatema 11AVI T\AMull yrj'Il^
2, Arieona
** ^*^^m mm N«w Harapshire
*+, {^iirornia 2S. New JTersey
5* Color&do New York
6. Connecticut Worth Carolina
8. Florida 32. Horth Dakota
^. Oeorgla 3^. Oklahoma
10. Idaho 36. Pennsyl^nia
11. Illinois 37. Hlxode Island
12. Indiana 39. South Dakota
13. lom MO. Tennassee
lU. Kansas Ul. Texas
15. Kentucky 42. Utah
16. Louisiana U3. Vermont
17. l^taine Virginia
18. Maryland lushington
19* l^ssachusetts U6. West Virginia
20. Michigan Wisconsin
4s. lywnlng
II. state Eesponding too late for tabulation
23. Missouri
III. States Responding without Scales
26, Nevada
29. New Mexico
33. Ohio
35- Oregon
38. South Carolina
IV, States Not Hesponding
7. Delanare
21. Minnesota
22. Mississippi
•Those numbers are used throu^out the study Instead of the Mme
of state or institutiou.
rr
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INSTRUIffiNT FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT TEACIIIUG
14
Collet's Class
Term Ending
Date of Evaluatiotn
Address
School
Grade or Subject
Signature of Critic
The Teacher
Herself
1^
<7i
n
if
i>
b ^
50
41)
3i
3i
a.S
Xt>
iS
It
S
The Picture of
Good Teaching
fs'
Si
3>
The Place of
Grood Teacliing
fcS"
*<)
si
si
<.«<
ii
Final
Rating
71)
6-*
if
(4'

15
INSTEUXiENT POH EVALUATION OF STUDENT TPACHBR
*« « 4) « * Id 4i 4, * « « 41 « * 1), * « 4, * « 4, «, Hi «« m 4i 4,
Directions for U»e of Criteria
The criteria are divided into tliree parte: Ttte Teacher Herself,
The Picture of Good Teaching and The Place of (Jood Teaching, ffnder each
section are sub-sections lettered A.B.C.etc. The criteria are listed
in question form under each suh-section and give fairly adequately
the important phases of the teaching-learning situation.
Each of the three parts has heen assigned 100 points. l<ach of
the suh-divis ions has "been given its proportionate number of the 100
points, the amount having been determined by statistical fornnila. The
evaluation is made by checking the criteria of each sub-division and
deciding upon the proportional value of the division. This is entered
before the letter of the sub-division. The total of the letter rating
is entered before the division number. The final rating is made by
the arithmetical process indicated on the last page.
On the face of the manual appear four thermometers for recording
the evaluation of each section and of the final rating. These, when
filled in, give clearly the areas of strength of a student teacher.
ttt*m*<¥*****i(f**itt*^)i ******** *******'^^
... 1. The Teacher Herself (lOO)
... A. Appearance (20)
... 1, Is she consistently well groomed and appropriately
attired?
... 2. Does she present a pleasing mein and a graceful carriage?
... 3. Does her air of confidence bespeak poise, not pose?
... B. Health (20)
... 1, Is her physical stamina sufficient to meet the needs of
a school day?
... 2. Does she display physical vigor and vitality under
stress?
.••3. Has she physical reserve for the emergencies which arise?
... Does her emotional balance have a stabilising effect
upon pupil activity?
... 0, Voice (15)
... 1. Is her voice well modulated, pleasing and flexible?
... 2. Is her speech correct and forceful?
... 3. Is her articulation distinct and expressive?
5. Does dhe adapt tone and volume to the needs of the
moment?
... 5. Does she use her vocal organs effectively?
1«
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D. Initiative (I5)
... 1. Does she recognise a problem, set up a plan of solution,
e.nd then carry it tixrou^h to conpletion?
... 2. Does she assume responsibility spontaneously?
... 3» jBoes her leadership giv6 earidence of resourcefulness
and self-reliance?
... k. Does her leadership inspire pupils to worthy folloirer-
Bhip?
... 5. Does her creative ability show in many gim-Bes of olass'-'
room work?
... E. Cooperation (I5)
... 1. Does she volunteer timely and intelligent assistance
to all with ^om she works?
... 2. Does she respond readily to siitggestion?
... 3- willingly conform to the established
practices of the school?
... k. Is she loyal in all contacts between the school
and the coommnity?
... 5» Is she tactful In establishing the school-hone bond?
... 6. Can she direct group effort to achieve desired goals?
... F. Capacity for 3-rowth (I5)
... 1. Does she evidence a consistent desire to achieve
professional success?
... 2. Does she seek suggestions, study th^ carefully and
use then?
Is her response to criticism gracious and prompt?
Is she developing that power of self-criticism
vhich will assure continxiii^ growth?
• * . j»
... h.
II. The Picture of aood Teaching (100)
..A. Breadth of Knowledge (20)
... I. 9a.B the teacher a conpz^hensive knowledge of her field,an
ertensive general ba.ckgro\md and a wide range of interest?
... 2. Does she evidence sincere understanding of the accepted
aims in education?
... 3» Does she use wisely the materials set forth in the
curriculum?
... U, Is she consistently increasing her knowledge of subject
matter and educational practices?
.. B. Ability to Select and Organize Subject Matter (I5)
... 1. Does she select materials in view of worthidiile aims and
organize these materials definitely in terms of the
learner?
... 2. Does she anticipate and provide for possible difficulties?
1r
r
... 3. I^oes she show al)ility In the selection and use of
illustrative material?
... U. Does she make provision for organiya-tion of subject
matter in daily lessons to Include drill and review?
*
C. Command of English (I5)
... 1. Is the teacher's spoken and written English "both
correct and effective?
... 2. Does she use a well chosen vocabulary?
... 3* Is pronunciation accurate?
D. Ability to Question (I5)
... 1. Do questions challenge thoiight?
... 2, Are they adapted to the ability and needs of the pupils?
... 3» -^fi they stated in clear, concise, direct langiiage?
... k. Are they varied in type to meet the varied needs of
class instruction?
... 5» Does she employ a wealth of coitmentorial statements
in handling pupil responses?
S. Interest in Individuals (I3)
... 1, Does she rec<^nize and make a provision for individual
differences?
...2. Through this provision, does she reach all pupils?
... 3« Does she help pupils to discover and develop purposes
which are possible and feasible?
... k. Does she plan adeqiis^tely for the development of
efficiently executed work habits?
... 5, Does she plan for each child to carry a sizable load?
... 6. Does she plan for enrichment through variation and
scope of materials?
... 7. Does she accept that degree of attainment which is
comn^nsurate with pupil power?
y. Skill in Meas\iring (10)
... 1, Have the pupils* study habits improredT
... 2. Has she removed deficiencies by remedial measures?
... 3. she increased skill in self-evaluation?
... 4. Has she ^ined ability to handle more effectively
individual teaching assignments?
... 5. Does she show power to assimilate suggestions?
... 6. Is her enthusiasm for children greater than her desire
to teach subject matter?
1
... &. Ability to Control (10)
... 1. Does she tnaintain a democratic atmosphere in the
classroom?
... 2. Does she encourage over increasing control of
impulsesT
... 3* Does uhe employ group approml to make good conduct
satisfying and wrong conduct annoying?
... 4. Does she anticipate difficulties and so avoid them?
lit. The Place of (k>od Teaching (100)
...A. The ClassroGoi (^)
... 1. Does the classroon present a ivholesome, happy, working
atmosphere?
... 2. Is furniture arranged and adjusted to give the "best
service?
... 3. Does furniture permit freedom and safety in movement?
... U. Axe pupils' desks orderly within?
... 5. Is teacher's desk orderly within and without?
... B. Tools and Materials (25)
... 1. Are working materials ready and easily available?
... 2. Are bookcases, storage spaces, filing cabinets and
other depositories in good working order?
... 3, Are bulletin boards approjariate?
... 4. Are blackboards kept clean and is work visible to all
pupils?
... C. Indications of an Aesthetic Tone (23)
... 1. Are there evijdenoes of training in orderliness and in
care of books and other working materials?
... 2. Is there evidence of pupil participation in housekeepingT
... 3< routine duties so arranged as to provide for
economy of time?
. . . U. Are blackboards attractive in arrangement?
... 5. Are bulletin board displays artistic?
... 6. Are there evidences of a "bright spot** in the classroom?
I?. Pinal Bating (100)
A. Total number of points made in 1 x UO "
B. Total number of points made in II x ^
C. Total number of points made in III x 20 s
Total points
Divided by 100 »
Final Eating ~
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IHSTRUMENT FOH EVAimTION OP STODiaSfT TSA-CEING
Directiona for Use of Criteria
The Criteria are divided into three parts: The Teacher Herself,
The Picture of Good Teaching- and Kie Place of Good Teaching, Under
•ach section are sub-cections lettered A,B,C,etc, The Criteria are
listed in question form xmder each sub-section and give fairly
adequately the important phases of the teaching-learning situation.
Each of the three parts has teen given 100 points. Each of the
sub-diviaions has been assigned its proportionate number of the 100
points, the amoujat teving been determined by statistical fomula. The
evaluation is made by checking the Criteria of each sub-division and
deciding upon the prOi)ortional value of the division, Ttiis is entered
before the letter of rating of tjue sub-division. The total of the
letter rating is entered before the division number. The fins,l rating
is made by the arithmetical process indicated on the last page.
On the face of the n^nual appear four therraoraeters for recording
the evaluation of each section and of the final rating. These, vHien
filled iox, give clearly the areas of strength of a student teacher.
i|t lit tin lit* 4i 4> Dt *« 4t*
... 1 . The Teacher Herself ( 100)
Appearance (20)
... 1. la she consistently well groomed and appropriately
attired?
... 2. iJoes 3'ie present a pleasing mien and a graceful carriage?
... 3. Does her air of confidence bespeak poise, not pose?
... B. Health (2C)
... 1. Is her physical stamina sufficient to meet the needs of
a school day?
... 2. Does she display physical reserve for the emergencies
nhich arise?
... 3. Does her eruotional "balance have a stabilizing affect
upon pupil activity?
... C. Voice (15)
... 1, Is her voice well modulated, pleasing and flexible?
,.. 2. Is her speech correct and forceful?
... 3. Is htr articulation cle£.r and expressive?
. . ,
il. Does she adapt tone and volume to the needs of the
moment?
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D. Initiative (I5)
1, Does Bhe recognize a problem, set up a plan for solution
and then carry it through to completion?
...2. Does she aesiime responsibility spontaneously?
... 3» Does her leadership give evidence of resourcefulness and
self-reliance?
... U. Does her leadership inspire pupils?
... 5* i>oe3 sua eviaence creative ability in many phases of
classroom work?
jS. Cooperation (I3)
... !• Does siie volianteer timely and intelligent assistance to
all wita whom sue works?
...2. Does she respond reodiiy to sug^ceatioa?
. . . 3« iioee, she willingly conform to the eat&bliehed practices
of tht: &chouli
... Is she loyal in all contacts between the school end the
co:,iiflunity?
... 5* Is &he tactful in establisliing the school-hone bond?
... 6. Can she direct group efiort in the classroom so that
pupils achieve desired goals?
... F, Capacity for Jrowth (I5)
... 1. Jjoes she evidence a consistent desire to attain
professional success;?
... 2. Does she seek suggestions, study them carefully and
use them?
... 3» "^^ ^sr response to criticisic gracious and prompt?
The Picture of Good Tee<;hing (IOC)
A, Breadth cf Knowledge (2C)
... 1, E&s the teacher a comprehensive knowledge of her field,
and an extensive general b5.ck?:round?
... 2, Has cLtj » \Au<r^ ran^^ of interests?
... 3. Does she evidence a sincere underst^inding of the accepted
aims in aducation?
... k. Does she use wisely all raateriala set fortli in the
curriculum?
... 5. Is she consistently incre^Ring her knowled^ of subject
matter and of acceptable educational practices?
B, Ability to Select a. d Organize Sub^iect Matter (I5)
... 1. Does she select materials in view of worthwhile aims,
and or^nize these materials defiAltaly In terms of
the learner?
... 2. Does she anticipate and provide for possible difficulties?
Ir
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... 3. Qoea she, show ability In the selection and use of vlstusil
aids and supf ieaient ay /naterials?
... k. Does she make provision for drill and rerier in the
organisAtiou of euliject n&tter in dally lessons?
... C. Command of English (1^)
... 1. Is the teacher's spoicen and written laigiish hoth
correct and effective?
... 2. Does she use a nell chcf en vocabulary?
... i). A-'uilily to tj^estion e.nd ;:>rovoke Orderly Thinking (I5)
... 1. Do her questicna ci^llexi^e tho\i^t?
... 2. Poefl she adapt questions to the needs and abilities
of pupils?
... 3. J^oes she state them in clesr, condyle, direct language?
... 4. Does »M wary the type of question to r.eet the varied
needc of class instruction?
... 5. Does she employ a ne&lth of coimuentorlal statements in
handlinj^ i^upil resi^onses?
. .. U. Interact in Individuals (I5)
... 1, Does she reco^i-aire and rcake provision for individual
differences?
... 2. Throu^ this provision, does sue reach all pupils?
... 3- i^oes sVie help pupils to discover c,oals which are
possible fcnd feasible?
... 4. Does she plan adequately for the davelopmeat of
efficient work haMts?
... 5» Does she plan for enriahment through v&riation and
scope of materials?
... 6, Does she accept t'-^at '-egree of attainment which Is
commeriSurate irlth pupil power?
... f. Skill In Measuring (10)
... i. Are her pupils iaproviag their lifc.bits of study?
... 2. Does she use reriedial iueasures to def^recse deficiencies
of har pupils?
... 3. Are her Faplla gsining greater skill in self-evaluation?
... Is she gaining ability to mndle liidivldTjal teaching
assignments uiore effectively?
... 0. A.billty to Control (10)
... 1. Does Rhe maintain a democratic atrfiosriiere In the
cla3 3rooia?
... 2. Does she encourage sver-lncreasiii^ self-control on the
part of her pupils?
... 3. Does she employ group approval to make good conduct
satisfying and wrong conduct disturbing?
... k. Does she anticipate difficulties, and so avoid them?
rr
III. The Place of Ocod Te^^chlni? (100)
...A, The Classroom (50)
... 1, Does t cla^srcom have a Vaolesorne, happy, working
atmosjiiere?
... 2, Is furniture vrell arranged and e.d^jasted tc the neede of
the group, pem^ittliif; freedora and safety in movement?
... 3» Are the .'Tupila* desks ir. rcod ordf^r?
... Is the teacner's desk an em^RplQ of orderliness?
... B. Tools and j'eterials (?f;)
... 1. Are workixig Tiiaterials ready and e&sily availahle?
... 2. -i^re Jjooirc?ses, s.torQ.t^;c. spaces, filing' caWnsts and other
depositories in good vorlcing order?
... 3. hullctin hoards a.^i^ropriately utilizsdv
... h. Are blEcirboerde kept clean?
... 5* 1* tJ^^ work upon hlackboard* risible to all pupils?
. .. C. Indications of an ^.esthetic Tone (25)
... 1, Are fciicre evidences of training in pupil participation
in ai-intainin^; order aua in care of hookg a.nci other
working m&terialsV
... 2. Are routine dutlee so arranged as to i>rovide for economy
of time?
... 3» blackomrds attractive in arrangement?
... ^^. Are "bulletin hoard dlspl-.ys srtistic'r
... 5. Are there evidences of a "bright spot" in the classroom?
IV. Final Rating (100)
A, Total number of points in 1 s »
3. Total numher of x>ointa in II X »
0. Total number of point? In III X 20 «
fotal joints
Divided by 100 »
Pinal Bating
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LSTTiift fO COOPERATING IBSTIOTIOH
Id 4t Ik* #1)1 «*<(<«
Provldeace
The Hsnry Barnard ScLool
ScptemT:)er 22, 15^1
Miss Mary D, Heed,
Direcbor of TrrinVa^;,
Terre Hautf, tn:Ti£.na.
My dear Miss Heed;
Afl part oi my fjraAa^to work at Bos con TlniY-^rsl ty,
I ara invsf ti^ating ratlnj Bcal(?s now in use by institutions which
provide for teacher training. It i? ray hope to cre:-tto a nsore Si«.tia-
factory scale whi3h will met^Rurs Tne ivork done by cadet teachers,
fo this end I teve collected a samplirig of scales from representative
teacher training colleges throughout the United stt tes, Tiicse I Ir^^ave
anelyzed and evaljated by 35Vcral criteria. Prom all this ha,s come
a desire to build a more objective scalp., one; whicn Tould give a fair
jud^ient of the student as raeasiired by the procedures accepted in the
modern classroom.
It has occurred to me thfit X might be able to enlist
the cooperation of your school in testiiig the practical value of the
fona I hf.ve cre^-.te;^., The scale a ycrieg of five tbemometers
sketched on a card. This ia eccompanied by explanatory mamjal
which eouiewijat directs the tvalufcitiori of the student's pereontl and
profest ional qualifications ae well as ner attainment:? in the claasroom.
The study of siaterials and the rating cf the student should consume
about one hour of the svelu&tor's time. Oould it be crrenged for
all or ^aiv;' of your critic staff to otserx'e tho of one cadet
t«>acher during one lesson period, aiid then vdthout consultation make
an individ-oril rating on the forms 1 pro'flde?
My plan it. tc hava several teachers' colleges ts.T"
ticipate in this endeavor and 1 do hope tiiat your school can be one
of the group.
I sJ^fcll be vary apj^reciative r.nd deeply grateful
for your interest and cooperation.
V'try .:ii*c6rely yours,
(Signed) S. liizabeth Campbell
1c
PIBSCTXONS
For Use Of
INSTRUMm" FOR BmLUATION OF STUDiSTT TSUkOEtm
Tir*% Step in this Experiment ;
1. Rave all critics is.iio are to use the criteria olsserve the tame
0tudent teacher* not necessarily the same lesson period.
2. Request that there he no discussion of the work observed
before the evaliiation is made.
3. Assemble all critics who are to help In this evaluation.
U. Bave each critic teacher emluate the work observed,using the
rating scale of your own school.
Give all statistical data except the nane of the student; on
the line provided for this name, write, "Student One,"
3. Collect the rating scales.
0. Distribute **tn8trumratf for livaluatien of Student Teaching."
7. Kow have critics evaluate the work, using the '^Instrument.'*
g. Oolleet the ••Instruments."
Second Step in tttls Bxi^erlment :
1. Have all critics vAio are to use the criteria observe a second
student teacher, not necessarily the same lesson x^^riod.
2. Request that there be no discussion of the work observed
before the evaluation is made.
.
Assemble all critics vAio are to help in this evaluation.
. Have each critic teacher evalt^te the work, using the
"Instruoaent. •* Hire all statistical data except the name of
the student; on the line provided for the name, write,
"Student ITwo."
5. Collect the "Instruments."
D. Distribute the rating scales In use in youir own school.
7. Now have critics evaluate the work, using your own scale.
$, Collect these ratings.
Third Step in this Experiment :
1. Return the following data to the Investigator:
a. All rating scales used in evaluating "Student One."
b. All "Instnjments" used In evaluating "Student One."
c. All "Instruments" used In e-valuating "Student Two."
d. All rating Scales used in evaltjatlng "Student Two."
•. All unused "InstruT.ents.
"
r
Beturn aasemtled data via American S-jcpreas - Collect.
Address of the Investigator:
S. Elizabeth Campbell
The Henr7 Barnard School
Hhode Island College of Education
iTovidence, Khode Island.
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